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Trustee Fairiess To Spealt
At 1959 Commencement
Commencement exercises for the 89th graduating
class of the College of Wooster will be held AAonday,
June 8, at 10:30 a.m. in the Memorial Chapel. Benja-
min F. Fairiess, member of the Board of Directors and
the Executive Committee of the
United States Steel Corporation
and a trustee of the college, will
deliver the commencement ad-
dress.
Mr. Fairiess attended the Col-lea- e
of Wooster and has served
as" a member of the Board of
Trustees since 1948. He entered
the steel industry as a civil en-
gineer for the Central Steel Com-
pany of Massillon, Ohio, and
rapidly advanced to the vice-presiden- cy
of the company. In
1937 Mr. Fairiess was elected
president of the United States
Steel Corporation. He later be
came chairman of the board and
u:( nt;o nffii-A- r nf. thp ror- - iunci cmi-uh.- i.
poration, positions which he has ,
recently relinquished.
.
New Degrees ;
i
Among those men who w'H11
receive nonoraiy
the exercises, he will receive the
I
degree of Doctor of Humane Let-
ters.
!
Also receiving the degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters will
be Frederick Cropp, pastor of
the Community Presbyterian
Church of San Marino, Califor- -
1
nia. Mr. Cropp, a 1926 graduate :
of the College of Wooster, at-- .
tended Princeton Seminary, rrom
1939 to 1951, he served as gen- - j
eral secretary ot the American
Bible Society and since has been j
at the San Marino church.
Doctor of Divinity
E. S. Henderson, associate
minister of the Lakewood Pres-
byterian church, will receive the
degree of Doctor of Divinity. He
has held pastorates in various
Ohio churches and is a past
moderator of the Synod of Ohio.
The degree of Doctor of
Science will be awarded to
James V. Neel, professor and
chairman of the Department of
Human Genetics at the Univer-
sity of Michigan Medical School.
A 1935 graduate of the College
of Wooster, he has served as
acting director of Field Studies
on Atomic Bomb Casualties
and commander of the Associat-
ion for Research on Nervous
and Mental Diseases.
Weiss Gets Degree
L. C. Weiss, chairman of the
managing committee of the firm
of Ernst and Ernst, will be pre-
sented with the degree of Doctor
of Laws. He has gained national
recognition as an authority in
the field of taxation. Mr. Weiss
is serving as director and vice-chairm- an
of the Cleveland
Chamber of Commerce. A trus-
tee of the College of Wooster,
he is chairman of the finance
committee.
Beginning Friday, June 5, vari-
ous events have been planned
in honor of the seniors and re-
turning alumni. Friday afternoon
a reception for alumni will be
held at the president's home.
The play, "The Diary of Anne
Frank", will be presented Friday
evening and Saturday afternoon.
The Senior dance will highlight
Saturday evening.
Sermon by Lowry
Sunday morning President
Lowry will deliver the Bacca-
laureate sermon at 10:30 in the
chapel. Seniors and their parents
are invited to a reception at the
president's home in the after-
noon. The concert choir will pre-
sent Handel's "Messiah" at 8:15
P-- m. in the chapel.
ff Mnneriea T
Wooster Musicians
Blow On The Green
In Outdoor Concert
For the ninth consecutive year
the Scot Symphonic Band, under
the direction of Stuart J. Ling,
will present a concert Sunday,
May 10, at 3 p.m. on the quad.
As a feature of the program j
the band will play ' Concerto for
Timpani" by Weinberger, a piece
for timpani and brass instru
ments with Bruce Wenner as
soloist
.r fhe
band.s fma Qppearance of the
year are three numbers by Wil- - f
liam Latham: "II Pasticcio",
Qpd ..Rroud
Heritage". Also performed will
be "Siciliano" by Bach, "Waltz
from 'Eugene Onegin' " by
Tchaikovsky, and "Piece Heroi-que- "
by Franck.
Concluding the program will
be "Fanfare and Allegro" by
Williams, "Fanfare and Scenar- -
10 by (acavas, ana Aurumn
Beguine" by Schaefer. Selected
marches will also be included. In
f bad weather conditions
th concer wj take dace in the 1
chape
Newspaper Rates
First Class Award
"You do an outstanding job
with all facets of newspaper-inq,- "
commented the Associated
Collegiate Press judge for the 1
60th All American Critical Service
for the first semester, 1958-59- .
First Class Rating
The Wooster VOICE racked up
3460 points, 40 points short of
Ail-Americ-
an classification, to re-
ceive the First Class Rating. On
the coverage given by the news
paper, the judge remarked that
there was something tor every-
one and that the features estab-
lished high quality of the staff
Editorials and editorial page fea-
tures were stressed as a strong
point.
Continuing along the road of
awards, the VOICE brought
home seven certificates from the
Ohio College Newspaper Associ-
ation Convention last Saturday.
Receiving honorable mention in
the best weekly contest, the pub-
lication also copped honorable
mention for the series of articles
on class attendance. j Outgoing presidents of Woos- -
Tom McConihe received a sec-- j ter's seven social clubs an-on- d
place for his feature on Tom j nounCed the results of their elec-Ding- le
while Jay Sheridan was tions last week,
given a third place for his Ohio officially steering the co-e- d
Coffee Shop advertisement.
Honorable Mentions
Honorable mention went to
Albert Klyberg for his feature on
the history of Wooster Day. Two
of Jim Gwynne's cartoons also
received honorable mention.
Attending the convention last
Saturday were Stuart Awbrey,
Anne Barr, Jim Heck, Angene
Hopkins, and Jack Wilson. Panel
discussions on all phases of col
lege newspaper business and an
Awards Banquet highlighted the
day. The Wooster delegates dis-
covered that Wooster was the
site of the first meeting of OCNA
33 years ago and that the Col-
lege is listed , as a founding
member of the Association.
I I ' I I
I j
I S ITT' f
I CROWN THEE . . . Anne Gurney, acting as past queen,
practices crowning Woonsin Chu who will reign over the
Color Day ceremonies tomorrow morning.
by Mary Madden
As delicate as an Oriental cherry blossom, as lovely as a
Geisha girl, and as gracious as an empress is the queen of May
in Wooster. Reigning over the Color Day events will be Woonsin
Chu, 5' 6" beauty from Granville, Ohio.
A native of Seoul, Korea, Woonsin came on a visitor's visa
to live with Mr. and Mrs. D. E.
six and a half years ago. She
efforts of a Korean minister who visited the little church where
Mrs. Van Ness was Director of Christian Education, and the
negotiations of her father, who felt that, because of the Korean
War, his daughter would get a better education in the United
States.
At first Woonsin couldn't speak a word of English. The
terms of her visa were that she master the English language in
six months' time or return to Korea. "For two months," Woonsin
says, "I hardly opened my mouth. Then something clicked and
I realized that I had to learn. I
phrases I heard people say. When
do it!"
Woonsin now speaks English with only a slight accent.
Besides her native Korean, she also reads, writes, and speaks
a little French and some Chinese. She would like to work at the
United Nations as an interpreter. A sociology major, Woo is
also interested in child welfare work.
Woosterians will remember
0f tne ovey Lotus Blossom in
of the August Moon." The lustrous-haired- , rosy-checke- d queen
is a member of EKOS. True to her Oriental creative tradition, Woo
also paints and plays the piano.
Now working toward a permanent visa to stay in the United
States, Woonsin may go back to Korea this summer to visit her
parents and two younger sisters.
Asked how it felt to be Color Day Queen, Woonsin said,
"This is the most honorable honor I'll ever have in my life. 1 just
hope I can please everybody."
Coed Clubs Report Elected Officers
For School Year's Social Activities
organizations will be:
Ekes . President, Barbara
Hunter; vice president, Vesta
Voorhis; secretary, Ellen Frable;
treasurer, Winnie Lueth; scribe,
Kathy Turner.
Imps President, Cindy Camp-
bell; vice president, Mary Collins;
secretary, Ellyn Hamilton; Trea-
surer, Beth Davis; Inter-Clu- b
Council, Pat Carson; Hell Mas-
ters. Joan Light, Ann Haning;
alumnae chairman, Barbara 100- -j
ley; song leader, Joanne Marsh.
Kez President, iaroi oi-- I
ins; vice president, Jean Cham-
bers; secretary, Pat Neary; trea-
surer, Barbara Jenks; I.C.C., Sue
Carpenter; hell master, Trudy
Patterson; historiafi, Ellie Young.
ireadeast
aa
Van Ness and their three children
was able to come through the
started memorizing words and
you have to communicate, you
Woonsin's graceful interpretation
the Homecoming play, "Teahouse
Peanuts President, Kathy
Kerr; vice president, Dixie Lou
Barlow; secretary, Ruth Ann Ger-rar- d;
treasurer, Nancy Brown;
hellmaster, Janet Mosher; histor-
ians, Nancy Ralston, Mary Ellen
Jacobson,- - I.C.C., Ethel Bair.
Pyramids President, Mary
Weinhold; vice president, Martha
Maxwell; secretary, Kathy Doob;
treasurer, Mary Miller; scribe,
Carole Rosenzweig.
Sphinx - President, Carol
Dose; vice president, Gail Falls;
secretary, Anne Barr; treasurer,
Judy Kohl; hellmasters, Judy
DeNault, Margaret Denny; I.C.C.,
Joan Tignor; sports manager,
Gail Bauer; scrapbook, Carla
Brooks.
Trumps President, Betty
Gray; vice president, Carol Hal-lef- t;
secretary, Karen Lathrop;
treasurer, Judy Moss,- - I.C.C.,
Carol Galloway.
Queen Uoonsin To Reign
Over Annual Celebration
BULLETIN Proceedings at the Color Day ceremonies
will be recorded by the Voice of America to be broad-
cast in the Far East, reports Dean William Taeusch.
The College of Wooster's 55th Annual Color Day
ceremonies, featuring Queen Woonsin Chu, and the
pageant "Love's Labors Won", commences at 10:00
a.m. tomorrow in the Stadium.
Under the direction of general
manager Dave Hartley, the Color
Day program will begin with
the Scot Band leading the
queen's processional into the
Stadium.
Starting the procession will be
the pages, Gail Falls and Mary
Collins, followed by the queen's
attendants, Marty Ashbaugh,
Dixie Barlow, Katy Kerr, and
Barbara Stockard with their es-
corts. Queen Woonsin Chu will
follow the maid of honor, Margy
Elliott. Anne Gurney will act
as past queen and will crown
Woonsin Chu. Kim Ewers will be
the crown bearer, Kit Am and
David Schutz, the train bearers,
and Ann Doel and Karen Ling,
the flower girls.
Pageant
Following the crowning of
the queen, the Color Day pag-
eant, "Love's Labors --Won", an
adaptation o f Shakespeare's
"Taming of the Shrew", written
by Joan Bowser and Robin Pe-
ters and directed by Gretchen
Van Matre, will be presented.
Costumes will be modern, al-
though classical in mode.
The pageant expresses a
parody on campus romance, but
is cast under the names of the
original characters of "The Tam-
ing of the Shrew." Characteriza-
tions are as follows: Harold Mo-ra- n
as Lucentio, Jack Burrow as
Hortensio, Joe Alderman as
Gremio, William Thompson as
Petruchio, Marty Whitaker as
Kate, and Anne Kopf as Bianca.
Barbara Frederick took respon- -
i
sibility as pageant coordinator
1
and Chuck Livermore as techni- -
ca I director.
I Queen's Weekend
j Activities of the Queen, her
j court, and her manager, Bill Van
I Wie. Drevious to the Color Dav
ceremonies, began Thursday
evening when they attended
"The Diary of Anne Frank". To-
night Woonsin Chu, her attend-
ants, her manager, and their
dates will dine at the Ohio
Hotel, after which they will re-
turn to Compton Hall for the
Queen's Ball.
Decorations for the Queen's
I Ball will be on the general
j theme of the weekend medie-jva- l
times and will specifically
be an Old English garden. Co- -
loir lay
chairmen for this function are
Sue Chappie and Bob Wills.
Spectator's Sports
Saturday afternoon a sports
program will be available for
spectators. These will include a
track meet, tennis match, golf
match, and baseball game, with
Wooster competing against Ak-
ron.
The Color Day dance, under
the chairmanship of Molly Raley,
will be open to the public from
9 p.m. to 12 p.m. in the gym.
Dick Stevens' orchestra will pro-
vide the dance music. Decora-
tions will be in a Japanese
theme. With Dave Danner as
master of ceremonies, the enter-
tainment will include the Comp-
ton Crew in "There's Nothing
Like a Dame," and Mary Mad-
den and Ann Haning as Tweedle
Dee and Tweedle Dum. Refresh-
ments will be served in the cage.
Sunday's Activities
Sunday, May 10, at 9 a.m. a
special student service will be
given in the chapel with Bob
Chestnut as the student speaker.
Also taking part in the service
are Bill Thompson as soloist, Pat
Murray at the organ, and Judy
Martin and Liz Lutz. The Rev.
James Blackwood will speak at
the 10:30 a.m. service.
The Scot Band will present a
band concert on the quad Sun-
day afternoon at 3 p.m.
Those people responsible for
the Color Day weekend are the
following: Dottie Day, secretary;
Nancy Gazdik, concessions; Rog-
er Chiftum, business manager;
Roger Saydah, ticket sales; Kay
Cicirello, stadium decorations;
Carol Young, programs; Frances
Johnston, publicity; Phyllis Duly,
queen's procession; Bev Bowie,
flower coordinator.
Gift from Korea
In recognition of Queen
Woonsin Chu, the College re-
ceived this past week, as a gift
from some of Woo's friends in
Korea, a Korean flag and a copy
of the Korean National Anthem,
along with the hope that these
would convey their best wishes
to Woo and to the student body.
The white flag with the fa-
miliar red and blue monad in
the center surrounded by the
Four Figures which symbolize the
four points of the compass will
fly during the Color Day festivi-
ties in the stadium.
I - s ' ; s ; ! v ; L Y v ii
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TO THE FAR EAST . . . Practicing with the microphone,
which tomorrow morning will be used to obtain a Voice of
America transcription for the Far East, players in "Love's
Labors Won", rehearse the script. They are, from left to
right, Joe Alderman, Marty Whitaker, William Thompson,
Gretchen Van Matre, director, and Anne Kopf.
Page Two
PoUd off View.
Mr. A. R. Burn, the first professor to join the Woos-te- r
faculty through the Scottish Professorship, has added
a different point of view to the campus this year.
His frankly pro socialized medicine lecture enlight-
ened the Political Science course of comparative govern-
ments; his Alpha, Beta, Gamma grading system and his
knowledge about Toynbee and ancient Greece astounded
his history class; and his wife who spoke on archeology
at a history honorary meeting and wrote an article on
Queen Margaret for the VOICE added her talents. Here
is a couple, natives of another country, who have been
contributing members of our campus community for a
year. Their contribution, a different point of view, was
not the subject of a chapel speech, but rather was in-
herent in their lives as an ordinary professor and his wife,
transplanted for a year to Wooster, Ohio.
Forgetting the very practical angle of money for a
moment, would it be possible to import other points of
view to our campus via a similar method? We would
make jthis suggestion as a means of broadening our in-
tellectual and social horizons beyond occasional chapel
lectures by men of different religions, nationalities and
races. For men learn about each other not only by listen-
ing to respective explanations about each other, but also,
and more effectively, by living together.
Could a professorship similar to the Scottish one be
provided to invite an Indian or a Japanese professor, for
instance? Would such a professor necessarily have to be
a Christian? As Christian teachers instruct us in the Chris-
tian ethics, could not a Hindu or a Buddhist teach us most
clearly about his religion. Or why would a biology pro-
fessor, adhering to Islam perhaps, be a danger to our
liberal education? Closer to home, if our emotions really
uphold the ideal of integration, might we not have a
Negro on our faculty?
We must admit that, excluding our Scottish professor
friend, our language assistants, and a few foreign stu-
dents, we are mostly white Republicans (and 61 per cent
Presbyterians) from nice suburban homes. Can we not
extend our slowly widening circle of points of view a little
farther?
cttojipuf, Bintltdcuf,
Seventy-fiv- e years ago on what was probably a
warm afternoon in June, the 18th to be specific, a group
of Alumni met in Room 9 of "Old Main" and brought
into being the Central Alumni Association of the Univer-
sity of Wooster.
The object of this association as stated in the re-
solves of that June day in 1884 was: "the promotion of
the interests of the University of Wooster in securing
funds, fostering interest in the institution on the part of
the Alumni, working to increase the number of students,
and lending such other assistance as may be in the power
of such an association to render."
Thus the Alumni Association was born with a quiet
but resolute determination to serve and advance the in-
terests of Wooster.
So on their 75th birthday, the VOICE, which also
reached the ripe old age of 75 this year, offers best
wishes to the Alumni Association for many more years
of fine service to their alma mater.
JuST As
by date
...
One of the more time-consumi- ng
extra curricular activities
at college is writing letters home.
No one grades you on punctua-
tion or grammar, but content is
carefully scrutinized. Like other
forms of prose, the letter is
geared to the reader. Of course,
this little bit of variance is very
important note the following
examples.
Dear Mom and Dad,
I would have written sooner
but things have been awfully
busy up here. Just the other eve-
ning the fire alarm went off
in one of the sections and the
whole place was a riot till they
shut it off. Despite the fact that
it was two o'clock in the morn-
ing, everyone woke up to see
what happened. I even had a
chance to see the head resident
running down the hall.
By the way, some financial
difficulties have arisen, and I'll
need some more money. Some-
thing came up the other day
that I didn't expect . . .
Dearest Susie,
I've been meaning to answer
your last letter but, with all that
has been going on around here
lately, I just now had a chance.
This place has really been wild
I
I
I
I
wRitteN
danner
up here this week. About two
nights ago one of the guys in
our section accidently set off the
fire alarm and the whole build-
ing was in an uproar. The fun-
niest thing was that it was at
two o'clock in the morning and
it woke the whole building. The
head resident came running
down our hall, and if I hadn't
been standing outside my door
just about then I wouldn't have
seen how funny he looked. The
fines hit our budget pretty hard
and my money is just about
shot . . .
Hi Guys,
Aside from the fact that you
haven't written, I used some of
my valuable time to compose
this masterpiece. The campus
has really been live these past
few days. We had a real wing-din- g
the other night when I ac-
cidently set the fire alarm off
with a "frisbee". We just had
some pizza and felt like a game
when it happened. If I hadn't
closed myself out of my room,
the head resident never would
have caught me. Boy, after that
fine, am I ever broke!
Say, the next time you send
someone a "frisbee" for his
birthday, warn him . . .
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"What's this I hear about an administrative competency
test's being given?"
Second. 'Thistle' Even Finer
Reports Reviewer Hopkins
by Angene Hopkins
Wooster's poets, storytellers, and essayists offered
the "Thistle" staff almost 100 entries from which to
choose selections for the 44-pag- e Color Day issue. The
result is an even finer magazine than the first number
published last "fall for Home-
coming. The spring issue pre-
sents a greater variety of auth-
ors, topics, and moods and con-
sequently seems to reflect more
completely the ideas blossoming
on this campus.
Liberal Studies served as in-
spiration for three of the selec-
tions. Melcher P. Fobes of the
Math Department put together
"A Ballade of Liberal Studies"
which is accompanied by 33
footnotes explaining words from
Plato to Karl Von Frisch to the
Faculty Club. The result is an
extremely clever bit of poetry
guaranteed to tickle every Lib
Studies pupil and professor. Jan
McBroom's poem about Lib
Studies relates the woes of
"paper-writing- ". Every Wooster-ia- n
now involved in this fresh-
man course will sigh "How
true!" at the end of Jan's "The
Big Date". Nancy Boone dug in-
to the proble'm of "Man's Split
Level Mind" in an essay which
used examples from Dostoyev-sky'- s
"The Brothers Karamazov".
MacLeish's "J.B." and the
Book of Job are compared for
their approaches to the problem
of suffering in essay written by
Jeanne Braham-- a very timely
and interesting study. Other
non-ficti- on includes "Search for
an Ancestor" by Margaret Loeh-li- n,
"Fragments from My Diary"
by Sang Lee, and "Page Boy"
by Stuart Awbrey. Sang Lee's
contribution is a fine expression
of some opinions of America and
Americans by a foreign student.
Stuart Awbrey gives an eye-witne- ss
account of the Puerto Rican
attack on the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1954 a good
change of pace.
The suggestion might be
made that the longest article, in
this case Margaret Loehlin's in-
teresting essay on our ancestors,
be placed elsewhere than as the
very first selection following the
table of contents. The tendency
is to skip the longer article and
begin to feast on the shorter
ones. And there are some juicy
short ones. Fon Vestal offers
two poems, "Love's Black Cat"
and "Conti's", both succinctly
stated. Rosalie Carson describes
disappointment as a turquoise
bird very effectively. "Moby Dick
in Verse" is one of Joseph
Klempner's contributions to this
issue. What a joy it must have
been for the professor to read
that poem after reading 80 other
expository papers on "Moby
Dick." "Through the Smoke",
"The Idiot", and "Only Then"
are good poetry. They seem to
represent the typical topic and
mood for the present college
generation.
A poem by Clare Adel Sch-reib- er,
wife of the head of the
German Department, titled "The
Lay of the Faculty Wives" adds
an extra angle to the variety of
campus opinions. The five "well-said- "
verses even contain a "tra
la", a happy note almost com-
pletely lost in last fall's Thistle
which had a pervading pessi-
mistic mood, due, it should be
added, to the type of material
contributed. Ruth McClellan, an-
other non-stude- nt poet who
works at the college library, con-
tributed "Plane View".
Two very well written stories
about children are included in
the current issue of the Thistle.
One, "A Little Hurt" by Joseph
Klempner, tells the story of a
little boy fishing with his grand-
father. "Does he hurt?" the small
boy asks quietly when the fish
flounders in the water after be-
ing unhooked. Tina Cleveland,
like Joe, wrote "Shadows" for
Creative Writing class. The little
girl in her story is scared of
the bogeymen in the basement.
This review has not attempted
to cover all the selections in the
Thistle. However, it is hoped
these comments will entice many
students, parents, and friends to
become interested in what is, in
this amateur reviewer's opinion,
a very worthy college literary
magazine.
JACK WILSON, Advertising
GLENUA ULFERS, Circulation
SALLY PARMELEE, Photographer
JAMES MALL, Cartoonist
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Scots Forum
AN OPEN LETTER
"The purpose of 'Thistle'
is to serve the Wooster stu-
dents and faculty by voicing
the creative, intellectual,
and spiritual expression of
the College."
This is from the editorial page
of 1958-59'- s contribution to the
student publications on campus.
Looking back over the year we
of the "Thistle" staff have mixed
emotions. We have seen our mis-
takes and our moments of dis-
organization, but we have also
seen that we succeeded in ac-
complishing what we set out to
do, and for this reason we are
justifiably proud.
Students Show Creativity
We realized that there was a
great deal of creative talent
among the students of the cam-
pus, and that this talent had
no outlet in the existing student
publications. Despite financial
difficulties "Thistle" was created,
and the need for a creative out-
let was filled. You, the students,
are the people to be lauded,
however. All we did was to re-
alize a need, stimulate it, and
then organize the products of
this stimulation. Without the
wonderful response that
"Thistle" has received from the
student body, we would not exist
today, and it is thanks to our
contributors that we have, in any
measure, been a success.
Correct Pessimism
We have received the criticism
that our last issue was too pes-
simistic. We thank you for this
criticism, but we would like to
remind you that our conscience
dictates we publish only the best
of what has been turned in to
us. The majority of manuscripts
turned in were pessimistic, and
if you feel that this point of
view is not indicative of campus
attitudes, then it is up to you,
the life stuff of "Thistle", to
remedy the situation.
We, the retiring editors, would
again like to thank you for your
interest and support, and we
would like to think that we can
pledge this interest and support
to next year's editor, Eleanor
Elson, and her staff.
"Thistle" Editors
FROM WASHINGTON
To the Student Body:
Three Wooster juniors are par-
ticipants in the Washington Sem-
ester program this year. They
are Marilyn Burns, a history-politic- al
science major interested
in the Foreign Service; Robert
Glockler, a political science ma-jor hailing from Beirut. Lebanon.
1 also interested in the Foreign
Service; and Jim Null, a political
j science major interested in local
government.
I. S. Topics Given
The Wooster I.S. program, a
new experience for most of the
Semester students, is an old
story for Woosterians in Wash-
ington. Marilyn's is on official ac-
tions of the U. S. government on
the Cuba situation since the re-
volution; much of her material
has come from the Library of
Congress, especially the Legisla-
tive Reference Service. Bob's pa-
per deals with the prospects for
Lebanese independence. Two of
his evening classes deal with the
Middle East and both include
numerous Arab students. This
presents ample opportunity for
new insights into his problem
and suggests additional sources
of information. Jim's I.S. is onperformance standards in county
industrial zoning, a topic whichhas led him to the Department of
Commerce, Public Roads Library,
and the National Association ofCounty Officials.
Seminars Included
The series of seminars, the
really distinctive feature of the
Washington Semester program,
has included talks by and dis-
cussions with officials in the
World Bank, Senate Appropria
tions Committee, U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, AFL-CI- O, Depart,
ment of Agriculture, Democratic
! National Committee, Internation.
al Cooperation Administration
etc. The purpose of these semin.
ars is to present an overall view
of the operations and policy,
making of government and to
explain these two facets are in.
fluenced by private organize:,
tions.
In addition to I.S., seminars
ui iu evening pi tuny q- - ;
which are taught by govern--
'
ment officials), the students find
time to visit sessions of Congre;: '
and its committees, concert) !
plays, recitals and to sightsee i
Jim Null !
BELONGING
Dear Editor::
Last Friday, May 1, one Woe:
ter student had his own kz.
Day celebration. He managed-- :
get two Russian flags of tr;
hammer and sickle flying frc-th- e
flagpoles of Kauke. N;,'
most events in history, no mat;
how small, have something ;
say. Let's get serious for a rr:
ment and see how much infc
motion we can come up w-th- is
time.
What Happened?
For me it all started wher
came out of my first period c!c:
therefore let's start there. Eve-on- e
who came up the w:
would look up, see the fl:t
laugh, and then shout to a fri;
so that he, too, might enjoy
funny sight. The social press,
of allegiance had been broW
Authority had been laughed:
The Russian flag flew over --
prim and proper College :
Wooster.
Something nagged at the t:
of my mind, like the calm be':
a storm. Everybody was la.:
ing. Wasn't there anyone v
could do more than say, "G:
joke", "How original", or
glad to see someone dee.
have to conform." Sure,
formity for the sake of be:'
ing is bad. But when ever;:
has to praise non-conformi- v
the sake of non-conformit- y,
too, is bad.
Why?
Later, other questions car;
my mind. What did our '
conformist want? If he s"
(Continued on Page Seven! -
Underdog Babcc
Conquers Vetera
In Baseball Thri!
This article is definite
biased, and does, ot
times, represent the point
view of its author.
by Joan Bowser
Last Saturday, after mucr
fusion, the Vets baseball '
and the women of P;;
smoker, with the aid of O'-Clift- ,
Lucy Leeds, and Cr;
Sinclair, met for the b;;
game of the season. The;
started at 10:30 and
broke up at 2:30 with
forgetting the object of the
ing and wading in the :
by Highland Park, insteo:
Jerry Novatney, mane-th- e
Vets, did a brilliant i-- "-he
was no match for Jane "
bell, superb manager of t"
mpn's tpnm MaII Frirk. be
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that truth will out. Jj arcr
'n-in- gThe Vets, undoubtedly
their age, had to ' loor F
quent times out, but the ?ran fo
strong to the end I
noon-da- y sun and tne
comments of their op? Kehabil
The final outcome of tt;'c buitacular game is still in ' ', , c,c
but strictly as an irSevefa
server it appears to me nce
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Anonymous Million
Expands Centennial
Development Fund
An anonymous million dollar
gift for a new library made news
in April, bringing the total to
more than four million dollars
already raised for the Centennial
Fund. But many other projects
are also part of the building pro-
gram planned in connection with
the Centennial year of the Col-
lege in 1966.
Dr. Howard F. Lowry also
stresses: "No building program,
however urgent, should obscure
the prime aim of the college,
part of which has been accompl-
ished but part of which is still
an important feature of the cam-
paign the increase of endow-
ment and operating funds for
the increase in faculty and other
salaries. During the past year
for example, two new professor-
ships have been established. In
next year's operating budget,
Trustees have set the amount at
$460,000. This represents op-
erating income beyond receipts
from tuition and earnings on in-
vestments."
Library Plans
Architects will be named if
possible at the June meeting of
the Trustees. Librarians have al-
ready made --a study of the
needs. Alumni who are librar
ians are being consulted. Myron
nnH'j iI xaW ,it,j,,Coolidae 'uhave beenu' I
.r-mwiei- A 4-
-r Anrlc AI
Theinter.or, designed by C eve-fin- dbrarians on plans. The effort to decorator Mrs. Alice'and.more funds is proceeding hes, is of ear y American mo-m- erand by late spring or early sum- -
j tlf the theme of which ,s aptlyof next year, construction
should begin. Although the site caP ured bV documentary print
wallpaper. Syracuse china, andhas not been formally voted, j
the heavily backed proposal is i elegant wall-to-wa- ll carpeting,
the corner of Beall and Univer- - j Facilities for overnight guests
sity where the Student Union j include 16 double rooms with
now stands. :
The present library will be i
used by the Art Department j
which feels it can be amply
housed there.
Ground may have been
broken this week on the new
service building to be placed at
the rear of the former Hart home
off Wayne Avenue. A parking
lot for the dormitories will be
placed in the front of the buildi-
ng.
The new Wooster Inn will be
finished sometime this summer
and. opened for business. (See
article on the Inn in this issue
of the "VOICE.)
Under discussion at the board
meeting in June will be the wing
-
to be added to the north of
Holden Hall. Built perhaps as a
college investment, the new
wing would run east and west.
As soon as the new service
building is finished, plans are to
proceed with the Religious Edu-
cation building on the site of
the present maintenance buildi-
ng.
New Dorm
A most urgently needed buildi-
ng is the new men's dormitory
to be placed opposite Andrews
with a potential commons to be
located along Wayne Avenue
between the two dormitories. A
considerable donation has al-
ready been- - made for a dining
hall adjoining Compton. With
the remaining funds, it is hoped
that this building may be started
late this summer with a view
toward fall 1960 as completion
date.
Studies have been made and
an architect has drawn sketches
ror a new Little Theatre and
speech Center opposite Taylor.
A new music building is also in
the Centennial plan.
Work is being done on funds
for a physical education center
to-b- e located to the north of the
stadium. A student committeehas already worked out floorplans and working drawings
with architects for a new Student
Union.
Floor plans have also been
drawn for a physics and math
building to be placed at ' the
corner of Pine and College.
Rehabilitation of four aca-
demic buildings Kauke, Sever-
ance, Scovel and Taylor is
scheduled to begin with work on
Severance' th is summer.
FROM WAYNE AVENUE ... Of white colonial frame, the
Wooster Inn is a near-repli- ca of the donor's own home and
features an early American interior complete with documen-
tary wallpaper ond Syracuse china.
hm RIeair
Latest addition to the Wooster
campus is the Wooster Inn, pres-
ently being erected east of Wag-
ner Hall. This building marks
the beginning of the extensive
20 million dollar Centennial
building project to be completed
by 1966, the 100th anniversary
of the college.
The Inn is a gift of Mr. Robert
E. Wilson, chairman of the Board
of Trustees and member of the
class of 1914.
Overlooking the college golf
course, the Inn is an expansive,
. .
.1-
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-
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hite, coloniali m i structure par- -
terned after Mr. Wilson's home.
Moore Legend Draws To Close As
Completes His Forty-Secon- d Year Of
"Thar, thar, THAR she blows!"
He bellowed this phrase as;
though he were standing on the j
bowsprit of the "Pequod" a
that very moment. Those in audi- - .
ence were held rapt by the j
spirited recitation of the man; j
he seemed to put all the feeling I
'
and majesty of the Seven Seas
into those words, though he
must have read them a thousand
times. The man, Mr. Frederick
Moore; the story, the immortal
"Moby Dick"; the place, U.S.
Literature, affectionately sobri-quette- d
"Whaling 101".
Mr. Moore has been teaching
"Moby Dick" and other great
classics in English and Ameri-
can literature "longer than I like
to recall". Mr. Moore joined the
faculty in 1917 and, with the ex-
ception of a year overseas and
his sabbaticals, will have term-
inated 42 years of instruction on
the Hill at the end of May, 1959.
He was made head of the
English department in 1944, and
continued to be an inspiration
to all, professors and students
alike, not dominating, but aiding
and encouraging them in their
ideas and ambitions. "One does
not work under Mr. Moore, but
with him," commented one of
his co llegues. "He is the opposite
of a dictator, displaying a grat-
ifying confidence in all' around
him."
Mr. Moore is the very soul of
courtesy, a warm, but dignified
adviser, friend, and collegue.
"No matter how busy he seems
to be, Mr. Moore always has
time to counsel us in any diffi-
culties that may arise in our pa-
pers. His active interest in even
our smallest problems makes
him the best kind of adviser,"
commented one of his I.S. stu-
dents.
A colleague on the faculty re-
marked: "Mr. Moore's enthusi-
asm for the widest variety of
things is perhaps his most ob-
vious quality. He never says a
thing is all bad, but always
manages to find some good in it.
Part of his virtue lies in his
WOOSTER
Completion!, Opemi Inn My
by Anne
adjoining private baths. These
rooms will be available to guests
of the college' and parents of
students, and will probably be
rented on a first come, first serve
basis on peak weekends such
as Homecoming, Parents Day,
and Color Day. The Inn will re-
main open 12 months of the
year, seeking to serve the Woos-
ter community as well as the
student body.
In addition to the sleeping
facilities, the Inn contains a din-
ing room which is equipped to
serve from 65 to 70 guests. Ad-
joining this are several smaller
rooms to be used for private par-
ties. Operated by the college
and managed by Mr. Robert L.
Ramsey, the dining room is de-
signed to serve student needs
as well cs those of guests, and
may be used for occasional club
functions and special parties.
Tentative opening has been
set for late July. Original open
by Gil
i I
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MOBY DICK? . . . Mr. Moore's great love for this classic
has made the book and the man near-legen-d on the Wooster
campus.
ADVISER AND ADVISEE
in conference with one of his
modest sincerity and in his pos-
session of the broadest kind of
tastes." These characteristics,
summed up very adequately by
his friends, combine to form the
outstandingly youthful, yet sa-
gaciously mature, personality of
Frederick W. Moore.
Mr. Moore's interest in the
theater has been made manifest
in many ways in his years on
the Hill. For many years he di-
rected the annual Faculty Play,
and has acted as critic for the
Little Theater productions
through his write-up- s in the
Daily Record for many years.
VOICE
REAR VIEW . . . The Inn, overlooking the Wooster golf
course, has adequate basement locker and shower facilities
for guests as well as permanent locker space which may
be used by local golfers.
Barr
ing date had been set for Com-
mencement, at which time Mr.
Wilson was to have entertained
members of the class of 1914
as a part of the 45th year re-
union celebration. Instead, Mr.
Wilson plans to entertain the
members of his class with a
luncheon in the dining room of
the Inn, to be completed by that
time.
Special features of the Inn in-
clude complete air-conditioni- ng
and locker and shower space in
the basement for those regular
golfers and guests who use the
Wooster golf course.
Designed by architects Cellar-iu- s
and Hilmer of Cincinnati, the
Inn is managed by Mr. Robert L.
Ramsey.
In anticipation of future needs,
plans for a college motel are
being prepared in the event that
the Inn prove inadequate for
the growing demands of the
Horn
uu l 1
Typical scene is Mr. Moore
English major I.S. students.
Mr. Moore has toured the coun-
try making Wooster Day
speeches in the past several
years, always stressing the need
for more adequate library facili-
ties. "The donation of one mil-
lion dollars for a new library
is the finest thing that has ever
occurred since I came to Woos-
ter," he stated in a recent inter-
view.
His interest in the instruction
part of teaching has always been
greater than any other aspect.
Mr. Moore has always taught
more than his share of classes,
even to the point of burdening
--rtVj
college and Wooster community.
When questioned as to the
reasoning behind building an
inn with accomodations for only
32 guests, Mr. Ramsey replied
that in planning the Inn two
basic factors had been taken
into consideration: (1) the in-
ability to predict the year-roun- d
need for such an inn, and (2). the
overhead required to maintain
this large a building in relation
to the number of guests who
would regularly be using its
facilities.
Mr. Ramsey stressed that the
Inn, naturally, would never be
able to accomodate all parents
and guests on the campus dur-
ing weekends such as Homecom-
ing and Color Day, nor was it
built for this purpose. Rather, the
Inn serves, mainly, to accomo-
date guests of the college, par-
ents on off-weeken- ds, and stu-
dents who wish to make occa-
sional use of the dining facilities.
English Prof
Whaling IOI
himself with the extra work. He
remarked on that score, how-
ever, "Since I have been at
Wooster approximately 6,000
students have passed through
my classes. It is these relation-
ships that will remain as my
fondest memories of the co-
llege."
Mr. Moore's primary devotion,
outside of teaching, is to his
great collection of fine books:
"The longer I read, the greater
is my pleasure, especially in the
re-readi- ng of well-love- d books
. . . it is the return to a familiar
place that I have known and
delighted in."
Being a bachelor, Mr. Moore
has learned to cook, and pos-
session of his culinary abilities
would answer many a Wooster
maiden's prayer. Mr. Moore
seems virtually in love with the
world around him, Nature's crea-
tures, her small children, and
her young adults. "I am a part
of all that I have met."
Mr. Moore considers the col-
lege life ideal for both teacher
j and student. His interest in liter-- i
ature is in its natural beauty,
i To him, the written word is our
most valuable heritage. "Thus
we see me supreme importance
of imaginative literature." As
for advice to students, Mr. Moore
stresses the academic aspect of
college, but not to the neglect
of one's social maturation. He is
delighted with the homogeneity
of Wooster students, and finds
them some of the most pleasing
people he has met.
A quote from Mr. Moore's last
Chapel speech might serve as
a fitting conclusion:
"Finally, what are some of
the ten thousand things in your
experience, here, there, or else-
where, the spirit of the places
you have known that have al-
ready gone to make up the pat-
tern of the fabric of your own
life?
'Life, like a dome of many-coloure- d
glass,
"
'Stains the white radiance of
Eternity'."
Page Three
New Library Plans
Bring Present Lib
Into Sharp Focus
by Joan MacKenzie
The recent gift of one million
dollars to be used in the con
struction of a new library has
brought the history of the library
on the Wooster campus sharply
into focus. In retrospect, the
VOICE seeks to review the
growth of its present library in
anticipating the growth of a new
and more adequate one.
Required collateral reading
was unknown to the first stu-
dents at the college; therefore
the library was small. Size was
not a problem long, however,
for Mr. C. S. Bragg of Cleveland,
within the first three years of the
college, gave an endowment of
$5000 for books, many of which
he selected himself.
More Books
The Trustees soon realized the
great need of additional books,
and appropriated $1500 more
for books to be selected by the
faculty.
The first library was a room
fitted with wooden stacks and
shelves which twice a week were
open for the drawing of books.
Reading groups, debate prepar-
ations, and literary societies fre-
quently used the library, and
were influential in increasing the
number of books, as well as
the hours in which to use them.
By this time the library was
being opened for a brief period
each day, but there was no read-
ing room and no opportunities
for borrowing through the stacks.
Due to constant and increasing
demand, a project to open a
reading room was established in
1874, and in the spring of 1875
a reading room was open for
several hours each morning.
In September 1876 another
gift of $5000 was received from
Mr. Bragg and 500 volumes
were added to the shelves. A
full-tim- e librarian was employed
and by 1877 the reading room
was open seven hours a day.
Dr. Davis, the librarian, had all
the books mentally catalogued
and by 1894, a catalogue of
all the books in the library was
printed and circulated. The num-
ber of volumes had grown from
9000 in 1889, to 16,000 in 1894.
New Library
The next event of major im-
port was a gift of $25,000 from
Henry Clay Frick to build a new
library which might be expanded
in a few years. Plans were made
and ground was broken in
March 1899; the present west
reading room of the library was
dedicated on Dec. 11, 1900.
The new library was equip-
ped with a main reading room,
offices for the librarians, a stack
room for 28,000 volumes and
two downstairs rooms for sem-
inars. The books were moved by
students from the old library to
the new in two hours and five
minutes, under the direction of
Professor Notestein.
In 1905, the proposed addi-
tion was made, completing the
present library. The mezzanine
was installed in 1931, and the
basement study rooms have
been in use since 1923. Today
the college faces an overwhelm-
ing problem in serving its stu-
dents with the proper library
facilities. Available to 1200 stu-
dents are 137,196 volumes, as
well as volumes from lending
libraries all over the country.
Personal Touch
Miss Maudie Nesbitt, head
librarian, speaks of the library
as a "book-using- " center in
which the Wooster students can
be served in a personal way.
I.S. students may request the
purchase of books as well as
borrowing them from other l-
ibraries.
.. Miss Nesbitt, in looking to-
ward the future of the library
asserts: "The library should be
a library. From the moment of
his entrance, it should suggest to
the patron scholdrliness, dignity,
beauty, simplicity, east, open-
ness, and freedom." Wooster an-
ticipates the new library with
great expectations in continuing
its adventure in education.
Page Four
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DREAMING OF FREEDOM . . . Judith McCormick and Jim
Griffes, playing the roles of Anne and Peter in "The Diary
of Anne Frank", look longingly out the window of Peter's
room in the attic of an Amsterdam warehouse where their
families are hiding during the war. Judith and Jim may be
seen with the rest of the cast in the Color Day play tonight
and tomorrow night at 8:15 in Scot Auditorium.
SFRC Proposes Faculty
Review Examination Rule
The Student Faculty Relations Committee at its
meeting Monday recommended that the faculty recon-
sider its change in examination policy.
In a three-hou- r meeting the SFRC proposed an alter
nate recommendation concern-
ing the right of a student to
leave an examination (for any
purpose). The March 30 meeting
of the faculty resulted in the
present policy which states that
a student may not leave the
room where the test is adminis-
tered and then return to finish
the exam.
Pay Fine
If he leaves, the student must
check with the Dean of the Col-
lege, pay a $15.00 fine and then
make up the test at a later date.
Reaction among students was
that they were uninformed of
the reasons the faculty had
Ellie Elson will be the
editor-in-chi- ef of next year's
"Thistle" with Mr. Clareson
continuing as Faculty Advis-
or. The Board Editors work-
ing under her will be Joe
Klempner as Fiction Editor;
Karen Kinkel, Non-Ficti- on
Editor; Nancy Boone, Art
Editor; Ellie Kuykendall,
Business Manager; George
Case, Publicity Manager;
and Barb Huddleston, Cir-
culation Manager.
made this policy since no ex-
planation accompanied the new
policy.
SFRC discussed this policy and
after much searching debate de-
cided that the working of the
policy made it ambiguous and
that it would be very difficult to
administer. It decided that in
the light of these facts that an
alternate proposal should be
presented to the faculty for con-
sideration.
SFRC Proposal
The proposal on which it
agreed is as follows: "If a stu-
dent leaves an examination, up-
on his return he will be asked
to sign the pledge: 'I have nei-
ther given nor received aid dur-
ing my absence.' " The reason
for this proposal was that when
a student leaves an examination
under the proctor system the in-
structor has no assurance that
his examination and grading
system will remain valid.
This results because under the
present examination system the
students accept no formal re-
sponsibility for being honest.
Dean Taeusch illustrated this by
saying: "In the 15 years that I
have been Dean, only once has
a student come to me to report
cheating and been willing to
give the information necessary
for punishment."
The SFRC decision is not bind-
ing on the faculty because the
examination system is a faculty
matter and they are responsible
to no one for the policy they
make. The faculty may retain
the system they now have, they
may accept the SFRC recommen-
dation, or may even come up
with an entirely different policy.
Faculty to Meet
The faculty will meet in special
session next week to reconsider
its action and the SFRC recom-
mendation. The faculty feels
that it must make certain that
the absolute minimum of cheat-
ing takes place, and is willing
to take whatever measures are
necessary to make this possible.
In other business the SFRC
work that concerns them. The
first report submitted by Dick
lation of the growth and earn-
ings of the stock invested by
this group. The group eventually
hopes to build the principal of
this investment to a size that a
foreign student might be permit-
ted to attend Wooster on the
interest of this fund. In the sec-
ond report, Larry Wear, chair
man of the student examination
system comm
Senate, gave a report on the
work of his committee up to
the present time.
WOOSTER VOICE
More than any battle chonicle, "The Diary of Anne Frank
expresses the horror of war. Two Jewish families, the Franks
and the Van Daans, and the shivering little dentist Dussel are
caught in a life of hiding, a life of no shoes during the day, a
W. C. only at night, and not even a "potato paring" for fear of
the Green Police. Mr. Kraler and Miep are their only contacts
with the outside world. Entertainment must be fabricated, tem-
pers must be quieted, and hunger must be endured. The plot is
simply the day to day happenings of these people in the secret
flat at the top of a warehouse. But the intense situation of this
day to day existence is all the dramatic force needed.
The racial supression which has thrown these incompatible
people together and their fight against the unseen enemy behind
the trap door is their only mutual tie. Individual personalities
come to the fore. As Anne puts it, "The mean Anne comes to the
outside and the good Anne stays on the inside." This is every-
one's problem. Shall it be their better natures or their worst in
the face of prolonged crisis? The greatest force, however, is the
war as an omnipresent background. War a panorama of life
and death has been particularized in the fates of eight people,
but in them is mirrored its significance and what it does to men.
Its oppression, its false or true heroics, and its fear and faith are
magnified by each minute detail of living in the face of danger.
Anne Frank's story does not hang on plot but on emotion, the
emotion which the actors must convey to an audience ignorant
of its particulars but sharing its universals.
The play is not without its problems. First, it is realistic
drama which is no easy job for amateurs. Further, no actor ex-
cept Kraler and Miep leave the stage. Everyone must continue
acting throughout. Credibility of the story must be maintained
in the set, costumes, etc. When a light cord is pulled, a light
must go on (this did not always happen). The area is confined
but two years must pass visibly. Also there is awkwardness in
the scene changes which at times breaks the external unity.
The actors have conveyed the danger of their position with
slight exception. Otto Frank, played by Brad Stoddard, is con-
vincing as the leader of the unfortunate group, but when he
becomes the war-embitter- ed man, I could not always believe
in him. Judith McCormick's Anne was quite sensitive. Her most
notable acting came in the passages of diary between scenes.
While at times on stage, she seemed to have physically outgrown
her part, her voice had all the shading and feeling of my idea
of Anne. She disappointed me, however, as she stood at the
end of the play like an over-nobl- e Joan of Arc. As Mrs. Frank,
Margaret Gurney was mother and mediator and measured up to
the role in every respect.
The Van Daans, Jan Borgia and Ted D'Arms, caught the
intricate personalities of the couple who always fought. Miss
Borgia's performance during the blackout in the first act showed
j-n-
e acute acting ability. I have seldom seen a man cry, but when
Mr. D'Arms cried I felt certain he was not relying on any drama-
tic technique to carry the poignancy of the moment. Peter was
effective as the shy, awkward adolescent, but sometimes I missed
growth in character from the beginning to the end. William
Skelton as Dussel could at times be a hateful little man or an
insecure one, but he showed these many variants in a remarkable
unity of characterization. Karen Lathrop as Margot never failed
to maintain a constant awareness of the situations around her.
Her facial expressions in the Hanukkah scene were beautiful in
themselves. Stephen Geckler and Barbara Tooley, as Kraler and
Miep, carried in their roles the full weight of the anxiety they held.
I had only one major disappointment: the Hanukkah festival.
The prayers which should have meant so much sounded more like
memorized lines than sincere thoughts. But the play redeemed
itself many times over. The food stealing scene was its most
impressive point. The scene built to a high pitch of intensity with
Margot's "Stop it!", the invasion news, the sobs, the glass of
wine, and the final, "You're spoiling the whole invasion," making
a memorable moment.
But "The Diary of Anne Frank" is a memorable moment.
Anne's attitude toward life, "In spite of everything, I still believe
that people are good," and the last words of her diary, "because
someday I hope
..." gave much more than an evening's
entertainment.
College Receives i
Noyes Souvenirs
The Alumni Archives recently
received several historical mo- - 1
mentoes from Mrs. William D.
Noyes of Seville, Ohio. The col-
lection includes lecture notes of
Professor D. S. Gregory, a cata- -
heard two reports pertaining to logue of the Athenean Literary1
Society, the Twenty-fift- h Anniver
sary issue of the Wooster VOICE,
Meyer, president of the Wooster; and other historical papers
Student Aid Fund, gave a tabu The souvenir issue of the
j Wooster VOICE contains a sum-imar- y
of the history of the Col-
lege of Wooster to 1 895 as well
as biographical sketches of the
presidents of the college up to'
that time. The most interesting '
and most valuable item of the
; collection is the degree given to
j Emily Noyes, the first coed grad- - .
of Wer. The is :I u?te, degreettee of the Student
or sneepsKin out nas oeen wen ;
preserved and will be framed for!
future display.
Beauty Salon
647 Beall Avenue
Phone 3-88- 31
Open 6 Days per Week Evenings by Appointment
Complete Line of Revlon Products
Madge Wachtel
irxS:..:-- .
-- Barbara Frederick
p
Scots Face Comps,
Registration May 17
Lacking in classes but abound-
ing in work, next Thursday spells
Comprehensives for juniors and
seniors as well as Competence
tests for freshmen and sopho-
mores.
Beginning at 8:30 in the
morning, seniors will tackle
Comprehensive Exams until 4:30
while juniors face their General
Examination from 1:30 to 4:30.
Sophomore and freshmen classes
will not be idle as some of their
members face the essay section
of the English Competency Test
at 7:45 in the morning. The ob-
jective portion will begin at 3:00,
lasting until 4:30.
Registration will take place in
the gym: Juniors, 8:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.; Sophomores (A-L- ),
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m., (M-Z- ),
1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.; Fresh-
men, 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
During a counseling period
beginning May 1, each student
will obtain his counselor's ap-
proval of a trial schedule, which
he will show before being ad-
mitted to the gym. Final sched-
ules will include departmental
approval as well as the signa-
ture of the counselor.
Dr. Arthur Compton
Speaks On Physics
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Nobel
prize-winnin- g head of Washing-
ton (St. Louis) University's De-
partment of Physics, will address
Woosterians on "The Place of
Physics in a Liberal Arts College"
in Memorial Chapel, May 18.
The address, in conjunction
with Miss Florence O. Wilson's
and Dr. Howard F. Lowry's morn-
ing chapel presentation of the
"William F. Horn Professorship
of Physics," will be delivered at
8:15 p.m. (See Chapel Calendar.)
Dr. Compton, whose term as
a Wooster trustee ends this year,
holds Ph.D., Sc.D., and LLD de-
grees, and has attended Woos-
ter, Princeton, Ohio State, Yale,
Brown, Harvard and the Univer-
sity of San Marcos.
He has served as professor of
physics at the University of Chi-
cago, director of an atomic pro-
ject, Chancellor of Washington
University, consulting physicist
of the General Electric Com-
pany, and member of National
Research Council.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Radios & Phonographs
Sold and Serviced
Imhoff & Long
340 East Liberty Street
Phone 2-99- 16
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Students Tackle
Senate Positions,
Publication Jobs
Besides waiting tables, edit-
ing the VOICE and the INDEX,
and sitting desk, there are other
positions which reward students
with financial aid.
Looming above all other elec-
tive positions on campus is the
office of the Student Senate Pres-
ident. The President is confronted
daily with the responsibility of
directing Senate activities. He is
constantly in the public eye and
must maintain the prestige of
being the spokesman and chief
representative of the students.
In addition, the president's
job includes membership on two
official committees. Communicat-
ions and Publications. I is his
duty to serve as co-chairm- an
with the Dean on the Student
Faculty Committee and to help
express student thought to the
faculty.
Various other committees, such
as those concerning the religious
life on campus or the Christian
Education Building, also provide
opportunity for the president to
fulfill his duties. The president
must deal with correspondence
with other schools, inquiring as
to the operations of our Senate.
Senate Meets Bi-Mont- hly
The bi-mont- hly meetings of
the Senate are conducted by the
president, whose duty it is to
see that major issues such as
the honor system, class attenda-
nce, and purchasing of expens-
ive equipment are discussed.
The Senate members must be
kept well informed on campus
issues so that they are able to
acknowledge cross-section- s of
campus opinion.
The main task of the Senate
vice-preside- nt is to manage the
campus social program. The
"veep" is chairman of the Social
Board which includes the vice-presiden- ts
of all classes, one
representative each from the
WSGA, the MA, and the SCA,
two appointees of the vice-presiden- t,
and two representatives
appointed from the senators.
The Social Board promotes
many well-know- n functions such
as the Senate informals, the re-
cent jazz concert, the Spring
formal, and the posters which
were distributed after chapel
with the morale- - boosting,
"Cheer up friends . . . the 'win-
ter slump' is coming to an end!"
Handbook Editors' Work
The duties of the editors of
the Scots Key, the Freshman Di-
rectory, and the College Direc-
tory are fairly obvious. However,
the amount of work which goes
into compiling the information
contained in these indispensible
nandbooks is seldom recognized.
The editors of the Scots Key
and the Freshman Directory each
receive $30. The College Direc-
tory editor receives $25 as a
base salary and 20 of the
advertising profits.
Tom Ward was responsible
for the 1958 edition of the Scots
Key. Roger McManus served as
editor of the Freshman Directory.
Bob Jones edited the College
Directory and also prepared the
blotters and book covers for
printing.
Camp Jobs Open
M Local YMCA
Applications are being taken
or summer counselors at the
Wooster YMCA.
An eight-wee- k day camping
Program with the theme,Around the World in Eight
Weeks" will be conducted be-wee- n
June 22 and August 14.
Both men and women counselors
re still needed to work withgroups of boys and girls ages
The day campers will be
9rouped according to ages 7-- 8,
uand 11-1- 2 and counselors
willI be working in a child-centere- d
program of about 12youngsters. The program will
'ndude hiking, nature study,y swimming lessons, arts
and crafts and special events in
Keeping with the international
rneme. Contact Walter Price,Physical Director at the "Y"
Scots Seek Naf'l
Oral Interp Win
Carlisle Dick and Patricia
Raucci traveled to Michigan State
University this week to partici-pate in the "Apple Blossom Fes-
tival, a national event in oral
interpretation, which runs fromMay 6 until May 9.
Mr. Stanley Schutz of the
Wooster Speech Department is
one of the specialists in the field
of oral interpretation who will
help evaluate the readings. The
performances will be judged on
a festival basis, not as a strict
contest. Each individual reader
will be given a rating based on
his artistic performance and will
benefit from an exhaustive in-
dividual criticism.
Students can enter any of sev-
eral fields such as prose read-
ing, poetry reading, and news
broadcasting. So far, 18 colleges
from as far away as Texas and
Pennsylvania have registered to
enter the festival.
Carlisle Dick will give a prose
reading, "The Old Man and the
Sea", by Ernest Hemingway and
will read the narrative poem,
"Sohrab and Rustum", by Mat-
thew Arnold. Patricia Raucci will
read the poem, "Mary, Queen of
Scots", by H. S. Bell and will give
a ten minute news broadcast.
Section Formats
On Social Scene
Section formals began to
brighten the Wooster social
scene, May 2.
First two in the series of
dances were those of First and
Fifth Sections. The former's plans
included African huts and a sac-
rificial table, forming a jungle
atmosphere for a "Congo Rende-vous- "
in Lower Babcock. A Chin-
ese theme was carried out in
decorating the gym for the Fifth
Section dance.
Set for tonight, the Sixth Sec-
tion and Eighth Section formals
are slated for Compton and the
gym respectively. Dick Stevens'
orchestra and the theme "High
Society" have been chosen for
the Sixth Section dance. After a
dinner in Smithville, Eighth Sec- -
tion couples will dance in a j
Japanese garden atmosphere to j
the music of the Mel-Tone- s. j
i
A modern roof-garde- n effect
will be created by Second Sec- - !
tion for its formal in Lower Bab- - j
cock on May 15. Third Section;
will also entertain on that night!
with a secret theme including a j
buffet dinner and dance at the I
j gym- - ;
j Fourth Section, with Weir Bak-- j
er as general chairman, is plan-- !
! ning its formal on May 16 in i
I Lower Babcock. On the same;
night Seventh Section will salute j
Broadway with the music of
Roger Lehman at their "Broad-- ;
I way Billet".
WOOSTER VOICE
Speaking around the nation,
Robert B. Meyner, Governor of
New Jersey, has expressed his
views on national and interna-
tional problems. O f States
Rights, the governor has said:
"States Rights as a slogan is no
answer to Little Rock and is no
answer to empty stomachs.
When a problem becomes na-
tional in scope and interest, ac-
tion by the federal government
is imperative. ... It is my feel-
ing that federal aid is here to
stay. The idea of a state nearly
self-sufficie-
nt is attractive but it
annually grows more visionary."
When Meyner spoke to a
group in New Orleans, he had
this to say about Civil Rights:
"
. . . The Supreme Court de-
cision stands as a fact of Ameri-
can life. It cannot be made to
disappear either by open defi-
ance, or by ignoring it, or by
any other means. To deny this
fact would be to transform our
country from a law-abidin- g
democracy into a lawless an-
archy.
"... This is no time for an
armistice in supporting the ex-
tension of Civil Rights as a prob-
lem of the Federal Government,
states, and local municipalities.
Here I am thinking not only of
the South, but also of the North,
where many types of discrimin-
ation are still practiced.
"... We can no longer leave
to the courts alone the respon-
sibility for effecting and achiev-
ing the human rights of our
people. There is a very great
reservoir of good will and com- -
WOOSTER
THEATRE
Friday thru Monday, May 8-- 1 1
"HOUSE ON
HAUNTED HILL" .
and
"CRASHING LAS VEGAS"
Tues, Wed, Thurs., May 12-1- 4
"BELL, BOOK & CANDLE"
Starring James Stewart
and Kim Novak
May IS and 16
"PLACE IN THE SUN"
and
STALAG 17
May 17-1- 9
"GREEN MANSIONS"
May 20-2- 1
'THESE THOUSAND HILLS'
and
"THE TRAP"
Starting May 22
"AL CAPONE"
For MOTHER'S DAY, May 10
ENGLISH Colognes, PRINCESS GARDNER purses,
ciqarette cases, or regular holders, a FIGURINE,
MUSICAL powder box, PRETTY HANKIES, MILK
GLASS, BONE CHINA Cups and Saucers,
WEDGEWOOD, SPODE, PEWTER, COSTUME
JEWELRY.
THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
New Young Cotton Dresses
Sweet Shirt Waist Dresses with
romantically full Skirts
Slim Sophisticated Sheath
all designed to set-o- ff
Young Figures
AT BUDGET PRICES!
Beulah EecSitel Shop
PUBLIC SQUARE
"FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION"
mon humanity throughout the
whole country which can be
tapped to bring about an order-
ly transition. . . . 'Let us accept
now such a challenge as will
astonish the world.' "
On the subject of national
leadership and domestic poli-
cies, Meyner said:
"... Like other citizens
I
am concerned about the lack of
federal leadership in several
vital domestic areas all of
which have a bearing upon our
leadership of the free world.
"... At the moment, for ex-
ample, everyone favors educa-
tion in general and natural
science in particular. It seems
that every 14-year-o- ld boy is to
become an engineer or physicist
overnight and by doing this
job overnight, you don't have to
worry about the shortage of
classrooms.
"... Other policy areas may
not fare even as well as educa-
tion. I'd be in favor of adequate
hospital and health services
regardless of what the Soviets
do.
"I'd be in favor of eliminating
slums and of redeveloping our
cities regardless of what the
Russians do in their comparable
sphere.
"I'd be in favor of expanding
our concept of equal opportun-
ity for all regardless of Russian
propaganda or practice.
"And I'd be in favor of help-
ing the unemployed and handi-
capped regardless of the
Kremlin attitude.
"I also favor positive action
in these areas because in the
long run what is good for a
democratic society is good for
its defense. By strengthening
ourselves internally, we streng-
then ourselves before the free
world. If the great powers of the
world have the ultimate wea-
pons of destruction, the struggle
for the control of people's minds
and hearts will depend upon
how well we marshall our intel-
lectual and moral strength, not
alone our material armor."
Page Five
Meyner Expresses States Rights, Domestic Views
Editor's Note: This second article
on New Jersey's Governor Meyner
presents his views on national
issues.
Finally, Gov. Meyner gives his
views on foreign aid and policy.
"
... It is argued, 'no foreign
aid is preferable to insufficient
and unsustained aid.' There is
logic is this reasoning. I am
therefore in full support of the
amounts of aid sought by the
Administration and for their res-
toration where cut in Congress."
"... Above all, we should
make every effort to convey to
the people of the rising new na-
tions a picture of the real Ameri-
ca. .. . We must convince them
that their ultimate goals and
long-rang- e interests freedom
in a world at peace are iden-
tical with ours. These are the in-
gredients of a foreign policy
which will regain for the United
States its true place of leader-
ship in world affairs."
"Hanzels Beauty Hints"
So you have oily skin or blackheads? Try a
little Lava soap. Gently, and I mean gently,
rub the lather onto the skin, rinse with cool
water. For your hair care call
Durstines Beauty Salon
Second Floor Above Bechtel's Phone 2-48- 96
The whole is equal
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)
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Even Euclid had to admit...
lift's wihaft's j?cira'
ftlhsaft (soim rafts
Euclid proved that a straight
line is the shortest distance
between two points. And if
you'll walk a straight line to the
nearest pack of Winstons, you'll
find it the shortest distance to
a really enjoyable smoke. It's
the tobacco up front that makes
the difference and that's where
Winston packs its own exclusive
Filter-Blen- d a special selection
of light, mild tobacco, specially
processed for filter smoking.
You'll find Filter -- Blend gives
Winston a flavor without paral-
lel. In fact, it's axiomatic that...
WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!
R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SALE- M. N. C.
Page Six
Boy Scout Service Organization Reports
Election Of Officers, Future Camp Project
Newest of the fraternities on
campus is Alpha Phi Omega, a
service organization open to all
former Boy Scouts interested in
helping others as well as gaining
self-satisfactio-
n. Thus far the
group has distributed the 1958
"Index" as well as taught swim-
ming at the local Y.M.C.A.
President Gary Pinder reports
that the Wooster chapter is in
a "probationary" period which
will continue for a year. Upon
completion of the trial term
membership in the national or-
ganization will be official. Pres-
ently the group is drawing up a
ffi if
constitution to present to the
faculty.
Serving as vice president of
the service fraternity, which is
open to any boy who has been
officially registered with the Boy
Scouts, is Bill Reinhardt. Other
officers include Lew Bishop, sec-
retary, and Bob Rodstrom, trea-
surer. Faculty advisor is Mr.
Donald Wise of the Biology De-
partment.
Next on Alpha Phi Omega's
list of service projects is a trip
to the local Boy Scout camp on
May 16, when the boys will
prepare the grounds for summer
camping. A regular meeting is
scheduled for the next day.
Activi-Te- e
the "busiest dress
in your wardrobe"
only
$6.95
THRIFT SHOP
Second Floor
Whatever you're do-
ing shopping, gar-
dening, golfiing
the easy comfort of
this sleeveless dress
will suit your active
mood in the most at-
tractive manner. Sup-
erbly tailored in fine
combed cotton that's
crease - resistant and
needs little or no iron-
ing . . . convertible
collar, generous poc-
kets and buttons all
the way for quick
changing. In over-plaid- s
of blackred;
navyblue; brown
tan. Sizes 10-2- 0,
12'2-22'- 2.
Always
Open All Day
Wednesday
Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
1. Do you think that men who look you straight in
the eye when they talk are (a) to be trusted? (B)
nearsighted? (C) watching your reaction?
2. Of three men who have asked her for a date, should
a girl pick (a) the one with a big car and money?
(b) the one who makes lots of jokes, but is broke?
(c) the one who helped her study for an exam?
Mountaineers say they climb a mountain "because
it's there." Hoes this strike von as (a logical?
cCZZ? (b) indicative of an inferiority complex? (c) a
symbol of man's drive to conquer nature?
4. If you were offered a million dollars to be the first
man to fly to the moon, would you (a) leap at the
chance? (b) take the money and hire someone
else to go? (c) find out why the job paid so much?
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WOOSTER VOICE
I Voice of Yesteryear
3! bv Berne Smith
70 Years Ago This Week, 1889:
A prep who came whistling into chapel at Oberlin, on a
dare, will not return.
A new feature in training the Harvard ball team is the stop-
ping of ground balls and throwing at a mark.
60 Years Ago This Week, 1899:
She: "The man I marry must be one who always thinks before
he speaks."
He: "Then, I guess he'll never ask you."
55 Years Ago This Week, 1904:
Note reprinted from the Ohio Education Monthly: Prof. J. O.
Notestein, of the University of Wooster, one of the most celebrated
Latin scholars of the United States, takes his daily exercise with
an ax, a la Gladstone.
50 Years Ago This Week, 1909:
A note of warning must again be sounded against the use
of slang ... We shall advise you to be very careful to speak
correct English as becomes cultured students.
45 Years Ago This Week, 1914:
Preparations for Color Day are rounding out in fine shape.
The success of the Grand Holiday exercises now depends upon
the weather. A record breaking crowd is expected.
40 Years Ago This Week, 1919:
It doesn't take some of these Freshmen long to discover the
true value of a college education. The other day one went into
the library, looked around, and came out gloomily "I guess I
won't work this afternoon after all," he confided. "There is not a
soul in there to talk to."
1 35 Years Ago This Week, 1924:
i One of the freshmen trying out for the Color Day play was
! asked if he had ever had any stage experience and he replied
that he used to be the front legs of the horse in Paul Revere's ride.
We went to Chippewa last week and were looking over the
new styles in "beach" wear. However, many of the girls didn't
want us to see their bathing suits so they turned their backs.
25 Years Ago This Week, 1934:
Dr. Arthur Holly Compton, '13, scientist at the University of
Chicago and president of the Wooster Alumni Association, has
the distinction of being one of the first men to photograph the
atom.
20 Years Ago This Week, 1939:
Professor Howard Lowry, head of the English Department,
has announced that he will be absent from the college during
the first term of the 1939-4- 0 academic year. He will devote his
time to his duties as general editor of the Oxford University Press,
New York. Dr. Lowry is one of the most prominent men in literary
circles and is well known for his editing and publishing.
10 Years Ago This Week, 1949:
"Novel Smoker Slated for Next Wednesday; smoking will be
permitted."
That's more than novel; it's revolutionary!
Food with Your Bridge Game
Cokes for the Study Seminar
"Weeds" for the Nerves
THE PLACE
THE SHACK
Do You Think for Yourself ?
mm
nuir
Second Snafches
Serenade Honors
After an evening of close
harmony and close competition,
the judges awarded the first
place in the Men's Association
Serenade Contest to Second Sec-
tion for their renditions of "I
Love the Ladies" and "Mighty
Like a Rose". Section Section was
directed by Jim McClelland.
Second place went to Third
Section, under the direction of
Mike Moore, for singing "Cindy"
and "All Through the Night".
Fourth Section, directed by Jon
Marshall, was awarded third
place. They sang "Navy Hymn"
and "There Is Nothing Like a
Dame". Placing fourth was
Eighth Section with arrangements
of "Brothers Sing On" and
"Deep Purple" directed by Floyd
Hastings. Gene Bay, M.A. Presi-
dent, presented the awards.
The new college tennis
courts as well as the old are
restricted to anyone's use
until 1:00 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon. This rule also
applies to the golf course.
IRC Chooses Lee
To Head Program
For Coming Year
Set to take over the presiding
office of the International Re-tio- ns
Club for the coming year
is the newly elected president.
Sang Hyun Lee.
Others selected at the April 29
meeting conducted by retiring
president George Ehemann, in-
clude Louise Phipps, vice presi-
dent, and J. D. von Piscke, trea-
surer. Gail Waters will serve as
secretary during the coming year
while Julie Foote fills the post
of social chairman.
Sang expressed hopes that
the IRC could become more use-
ful in the future and broaden its
activities. He also noted that
the club could utilize the experi-
ences and background of faculty
members and foreign students
to a greater extent than in past
years.
Some specific plans for next
year's IRC include an interna-
tional or United Nations week,
an orientation of American cam-
pus life for foreign students, and
a union of the International Fe-
llowship, an informal organiza-
tion of foreign students, with
the International Relations Club.
THIS QUIZ IS THE
TIP - OFF!
5. Do you think the maxim "A penny saved is a
penny earned" is (a) an excuse for miserliness?
(b) a thrift precept more people should follow?
(c) a disastrous economic policy?
6. Do you believe that the expression "Every cloud
has a silver lining" is (a) sticky sentimentality?
(b) optimism with a poetic license? (C) faulty
meteorology?
7. Do you think that helping other people at all times
will (a) give you a lot of fun? (b) win vou a lot of
friends? (c) get you into a lot of trouble?
8. Do you think the primary purpose of parking
meters is to (a) stop all-da- y parking? (b) raise
money? (c) make people leave their cars at home?
9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you A
depend most (a) on the claims you read bQ
and hear? (b) on satisfying yourself that CQ
you're getting the right filtration and
taste? (c) on the recommendations of
your friends?
When you think for yourself . . . you depend
on judgment, not chance, in your choice of
cigarettes. That is why men and women
who think for themselves usually smoke
VICEROY. They know that only VICEROY
has a thinking man's filter and a smoking
man's taste.
you have checked (C) on three out of the
first four questions, and (B) on Jour out of the
last five . . . you certainly think for yourself!
O 1030, Brown & Will lunson Tobacco Corp.
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Yooster-ln-lndi- a
Organizes Reunica
Slates It For Fell
Wooster-in-Indi- a committee i- -!
in the administrative process c I
planning the Wooster-in-lnd- -
reunion to be held next fa 'j
The reunion will take place th !
Sunday of Homecoming vvei j
October 18, 1959. The 12 P;:.!
representatives to India ha,.:
been invited. :
It is hoped that these men v,
be available the week preced-th- e
reunion and the week folic,,'
ing to give chapel talks c-vario- us
topics and also to c
tend various classes.
Current Representative
Wooster-in-Indi- a was star--:
in 1932 and is now 27 ye:-old- .
The representative at
present time is George Dawk-clas- s
of '57. Skip Dickinson, r
preceding representative, i-f- orms
us that "glowing rep;-- :
have been received concern-George'- s
work.
George teaches at Ea-Christia- n
College in India. A:-pres- ent
time he is coaching t:
ketball while finals are held.'
college Physical Education :
partment sent six footballs :
some coaching manuals
George for his use. Also
was the "Football HighUc-fil- m.
Wooster-in-Indi- a Week
The week following the
union is wooster-in-mai- a .:
in which it is hoped that the:
of $2,500.00 will be raisea."
year $1,944.61, the larger:
to be raised in recent years,
obtained by the Wooster-i- n --
committee. Taking over the
of chairman for next years:
will be Helen Riblet, with.
Wear and Liz Nelson as
committee members.
Chapel
Calendc
Monday, May 11, Judy A:
Installation of Officers
For the first time in V.::
history, the W.S.G.A. c:
Men's Association will
their new officers during c
lar chapel period. "We f:
this way to acquaint mr:
dents with the officers a":
platforms," commented
Agle, who will preside.
Tuesday, May 12, Gene:
"The Student's Role ."
College Campus" is the'-- '
be considered by Ge":
speaking for the Men's :
tion. The inspiration for"
dates back to a speech c
Warren Spencer when
dressed a Wooster aua'e"
years ago.
Thursday, May 14
No Chapel due to Co"-- '
sives.
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Wear Reports To SFRC
of the existing system and to
make recommendations for
change. As for future action,
the committee sees the possi-
bility of a limited number of
trial sections using the honor
system in the fall. The commit-
tee is laboring to insure that a
comprehensive and practical sys-
tem will be presented. Dr. Fer- -
tic
Marilyn will be spending her
junior year at the University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Her fields of study include liter-
ature, philosophy and music.
She has chosen the topic, "The
Themes and Forms in Scottish
Ballads" for her general Inde-
pendent Study.
Carol Stine will participate in
the Scandinavian Seminar. She
will study Danish language or
history depending on the courses
offered. The title of her Inde-
pendent Study is "Politics of the
1953 Danish Constitution."
Wishart Museum
Displays IS Art
tees is to make a complete study j Josephine Long Wishart Museum
in Galpin Hall.
As the senior independent
study project of Eleanor Moore,
the pieces were all done this
year. They include landscapes,
still-life- s, and a large number of
portraits done in both watercolor
and oil.
Tkroo niorpt nf ;plert sculDture
mgton has accepted the respon-- i tU u,; lr.c nrp
sibility of becoming faculty ad- - dded feature of the exhibit.
visor to the group.
The closing paragraph of the
report given to SFRC emphasises
the imoortanrp nf the rnonera- -
and concern of the entire
These are "Mask" by Joseph
Alderman, "Crane" by Deborah
Dunfield, and "Swan" by Patricia
Eaton. The exhibit opened Thurs
dav. April 30, and will continue
campus, students, and faculty I through Wednesday, May 20
G.ike. Much has been done,
but most of the work still lies
ahead. If SUch a system is de-
vised and becomes a fact at
Wooster, it will result from a
real effort on the part of the
whole community."
Scof Bandsmen
Appoint Officers
The bearers of the McLeod
tartan, the Wooster Scot band,
nave elected their officers to di-
rect the band's course throuah
the '59-'6- 0 school year.
Elected during last Tuesday's
rehearsal are: President, Byron
Shafer; vice president, Judy
Weir; secretary-treasure- r, Karen
galls; senior librarian, Walter
Hayes; junior librarian, Nancy
Smith; and sophomore librarian,
Alice Moore.
To complete its '58-'5- 9 season,
the band will entertain its mem-
bers and their guests with a
Picnic on May 14 after the com-pletion of grueling comps. This
activity will be held at the
wnght farm, west of Wooster.
Studying Scotties
See "Mr. Roberts"
Woosterians can find time to
relax and enjoy typical wartime
humor by seeing the Senate
movie, "Mr. Roberts", to be
shown on May 15 in Scott Audi-
torium.
This Warner Brothers produc-
tion, produced by Leland Hay-war- d
and directed by John Ford
and Mervyn LeRoy, casts stars
Henry Fonda, James Cagney,
Jack Lemmon, and William
Powell. "Mr. Roberts", taken
from a best-sellin- g novel by
Thomas Hegger and play by
Hegger and Joshua Logan, tells
the story of the dreary "U. S. S.
Reluctant" as it plods the war-
time hnrkwaters of the Pacific,
far from action, carrying more
toothpaste and toilet paper than
any other cargo ship in the
Navy.
No Senate movie is scheduled
for this weekend due to the Color
Day Festivities.
MORE ON
WOOSTER VOICE
(Continued from Page Two
wanted applause from the first
and second hour students, he
certainly had his wish fulfilled.
I could find no evidence of anv
student who did not think this
was the best joke anyone could
pull on a bright May Day.
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On Honor System Study Pcotc Forum - - Perspective on Exam Rule
10 be, or not to be ... " is the question which
has concerned the student committee searching infor-
mation about the possibility of an academic honor system
on the Wooster campus. This discussion was primed
partly as a result of the free i
class cuts proposal last fall.
After detailed preliminary
study involving various honor
systems and their mechanics,
Larry Wear reported the findings
of the Student Examination Sys- - I 1 n i
tem Committee to SFRC last Mon - JUNOF iBBF AOrOBCl
day evening. His report included i
these processes and discoveries' Wooster will continue its an-o- f
the committee: j nual Junior Year Abroad Pro- -
., ,. , . gram for the school year ofColleges which employ some 959.! 960 by sending four iun-typ- e
of honor system felt that j iors abroad. The students are
such a sysiem piacea empnasis
on the privilege of the individual
student to protect and to be re-
sponsible for his honesty. These
schools were whole-heartedl- y in
support of the honor system as
being the best method in exams,
extending the personal develop-
ment of the student.
Peacock, Miller,
Mahy, Stine Plan
Beatrice
Marilyn
Stine.
1 tl ( l ,
Mahy, Louise Miller,
Peacock, and Carol
Beatrice will spend her junior
year at Silliman University of
the Philippine Islands where her
father teaches. She will continue
her study in the fields of relig- -
Kphilosophy and literature.UUr nu IMC niu ui junuuiy, i Ti . j.. r . i i i i
-
... .. . , ., I me Topic Tor ner inaepenaentthe comm.ttee ,nvest,gated the Sfud . ..Jhe f
exact nature of the system that I proJsntJsm Qn h h
is being used presently on cam- - : ..
. l u 4. (Jinei.pUS. IVU!iy UI IHC L.UIICIII JUIIL.ICS
originated from a former honor
system which was in effect at
Wooster between 1908 and
1926. This system was replaced
by an honor system with op
Louise will be in England
next year studying at the Un-
iversity College of London. She
will take courses in history and
literature. The topic of her In- -
tional proctors. Throughout the 1 dependent Study is "The Cul-vear- s.
the faculty changed theitural Milieu of England from
policy from year to year,
at the present time there is no
defined system which is widely
understood and accepted by the
students.
During February, SFRC in-
formally discussed the honor sys-
tem. The Congressional Club
discussed a bill stating: "Be it
enacted that the College of
Wooster adopt an academic
honor system," at their April
meeting.
At the April meeting of the
Student Senate, the honor sys-
tem committee divided the re-
sponsibility of the exam system
study into the areas of: (1) Drafti-
ng a system, (2) Gathering in-
formation on the evolution of the
examination system at Wooster,
(3) Faculty relations, (4) Educat-
ion and publicity, (5) Compar
until : 1896 to 1902.
ison with other schools, 10 rUD- - i F-- mi;r rnmnu Irenes and
lishing a pamphlet on "What Is , portraits of Wooster personalities
an Honor System?" ! andare among Tne paintings
The purpose of these commit- - j sketches now on display in the
Maybe our celebritv did nnt
want to simolv Dlav hern Mnu.
be this was not a childish at
tempt at humor and a slam
at authoritv. If nppn nnrl clnrpro
thought were his objectives, he
lost, but let us assume he was
speakina to America- - then whnt
could he have been trying to
do.-- ' Was he speaking to Ameri-
can comolacencv? Were thrKP
flags a reminder that we aren't
.
r 1 ...me only people in the world?
Human beings with traditions,
patriotism, ambitions, and other
human emotions also live out-
side the United States.) Mavbe
he meant to tell us it will not
be long before Red flags wave
over Kauke by order, if we
cease to care, if the world crum-
bles about our ivory tower.
More Than Reminder
The flaas could be more than
iust a reminder. Mavbe thev
were a salute to Russia on one
of her great holidays. In these
troubled times of tension we
need more acts of recognition of
the hopes and aspirations of a
areat people trvina to lead the
world in their beliefs. Maybe it's
about time to let the Russians
enter the human race.
If we would stop worshipping
non-conformi- ty and do a little
thinking, other and better inter
IT
English:
Thinklish
pretations of the above incident
might be found. If anyone dares
to try, I wish he would put his
thoughts down on paper so that
we could all read them.
H. Ian Whitlock
P. S. I don't really expect any
replys. Do you?
PERSPECTIVE
Dear Philosopher,
Have you ever thought your-
self to be staring down the
wrong end of a telescope? Are
matters of primary importance
treated at such a distance and
in such a manner which renders
them physically impossible to
view with any clarity in the pro-
per focus?
And furthermore, are the rela-
tive values of the component
elements of the problems dis-
torted beyond any and all re-
cognition? As a master flourish,
are foreign objects introduced
and treated as relevant to make
total confusion? Then does this
result in apathy, frustration and
initial rejection a necessity?
Method and Madness
This is my impression of many
of Wooster's problems and this
is often the method and mad-
ness in approaching these same
problems.
There is no mathematical for-
mulated equation to answer the
problems which do and will con-
front us in this college commun-
ity. The factor essential to any
approach to an answer that is
either practical or ideal is that
the question be presented with
some semblance of clarity. The
presentation of the problem in
itself is not enough.
The method of approach must
be tailored to fit the problem
and not just handed down from
above or dredged up from be-
low. The presentation and meth-
od are indivisible and so both
must, while they are distinguish-
able, be considered together
and in relation to each other. A
scientific unchangeable formula
is not superimposed upon every
problem, neither is it possible
to have an infallible theory
which regardless of method, per-
meates and automatically pre-
determines every problem which
Slippery Issue
The change in faculty policy
seems to reflect this awkward
thinking. It is an instance of
"dwarfing" the matter with an
attitude of "maybe if it is small
enough and slipped by fast
when there are many other
things going on, it won't be no-
ticed". The entire article in the
VOICE consisted of a transcript
of the faculty meeting minutes
with no explanation whatso-
ever. It was even difficult as
j one might notice by the March
I 30th date of the faculty meeting,
j to obtain such scanty informa-- ;
tion as the faculty saw fit to
j release.
In Death or Pain
Essentially the faculty voted
that college students should be
riveted to their seats or even bet-
ter, furnished with individual
stalls for examinations. If one
mammal
ThinUsh: KINGAROO
"""U8"' COLLEGE
English: DELEGATES TO A JAZZ CONVENTION
Ml
Thinklish translation: When the secre-
tary of this meeting makes notes, he uses
a saxophone. The chairman is the only
guy who can rap his gavel with a syn-
copated beat. The delegates (in Think-
lish it's Representatives!) come from all
schools of jazz: hot, cool, and room tem-
perature. But they're in perfect harmony
on one thing: the honest taste of a Lucky
Strike. Get Luckies yourself. (You'll
trumpet their praises.)
Take a word substitute, for example. With it, you, can make an artificial
hedge (shrubstitute), a washing machine (tubst itute) , an English lemonade stand
(pubstitute) and dehydrated food (grubstitute). That's Thinklish and its that
easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best your check is
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.
Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
leaves an exam or dies of pain
during such, he will be given
an incomplete.
Fee's Purpose
If he does have a valid rea-
son for leaving (an investigating
committee will have to be ap-
pointed to determine what is
valid), the thrifty student may
pay a fee and retake the exam.
The money could be used to pay
the investigating committee, to
print the exam, to pay a proctor,
to administer the make-u- p exam,
or it could be just to prove that
you'll be able to rake up next
semester's tuition.
The reasons for the change in
policy were not even discussed.
It could be that there was no
single reason for such a change,
but some explanation should
have been made. The wording of
the policy change is ambiguous.
It will be virtually impossible
to enforce with any justice.
Exam Anarchy
It is known that the faculty
members who are not in favor
of this examination policy will
simply disregard it. This is
exactly what is wrong with the
present system of examinations.
The faculty members regard or
disregard those provisions which
they individually choose. This re-
sults in the examination system
anarchy which now prevails. The
responsibility for exams as it
now stands rests entirely with
the faculty. Yet the faculty does
not accept this responsibility
fully.
WHAT IS THE ANSWER TO
THIS DILEMMA?
"Frustrated"
n PlFYflnSplJLIVj uu' 'UcAj l
CONTEST
Engish: MUSCLE-MA- N
Thinktisht FLEXIBITJON :
English: MALE
Thir.Ki'sh
JOSEPH AXLINE. KENT STATE U.
FOREBEARS
.
ANCESTOR mi
... , aM'L1n
(1(3
lucky A
v.strikeJ
CIGARETTES
.
:
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Thinclatls Remain Undefeated
With Three Wins Last Week
The Wooster tapebreakers continued their winning
ways by downing three Ohio Conference foes during the
last week. The first of these foes was the Big Red from
Denison who were no match for the well-balance- d Scots
who won 13 of 15 first places
to post a 92 to 35 victory.
The outstanding star of this
meet was Roger Ramseyer who
established a new record when
he heaved the iron ball to a
new shot put mark of 47 feet,
6V2 inches.
Following this victory over
Denison the Scots traveled to
Muskingum where they scored
one of their most impressive vic-
tories of the 1959 campaign.
There was no one outstanding
performer in this meet for the
victory was truly an all team
effort. Although Wooster picked
up nine first places, the Scots'
seconds and thirds made the dif-
ference.
Two of the most important
firsts that Wooster took came in
the first and last events of the
meet. After starting off with a
victory in the 880 yard relay the
Scots' mile relay team wrapped
up the meet by winning the
event in an excellent 3:25 clock-
ing. The final score was 69 to
58.
Enthused with this decisive
victory over the Muskies, the
scooting Scots played host to
Capital last Tuesday, and were
again victorious, 70 to 57. This
meet provided Coach Munson
with a chance to experiment and
possibly uncover some new tal-
ent. His rearrangement of run-
ners produced promising results,
for freshman runners John
Friends and Tim Stepetic came
through in flying colors in the
relay events.
Another high light of the meet
came in the distance events
when Charley Geiger was clock-
ed with a 4:26 mile and Craig
Taylor with a 1:58 half mile.
The Wooster Scots hope to
continue their winning ways on
Saturday when they entertain a
strong Akron squad on Color
Day. The meet should prove to
be an interesting one with many
possible record breaking per-
formances.
On Friday and Saturday, May
22 and 23, the Scots will journey
to Oberlin for the Ohio Confer-
ence meet. After finishing second
in the indoor meet, the Scots
hope to equal this finish, and
possibly improve it.
Hetters Win Three;
Each By 5-- 4 Score
Improving with each match as
the season progresses, the Woos-
ter College tennis te,am cele-
brated last week end with three
Ohio Conference victories in
four days. Capital, Muskingum
and Otterbein all fell to Jim
Ewers' Scots by 5-- 4 margins.
The match with Capital
looked, at first, to be a one-side- d
contest for the Scots as Fred
Hess, Russ Galloway, Ron Rolley,
and Chuck Nason won their
matches to give the home team
a 4 to 0 lead. Then the college
from Columbus rallied to win
the next two matches and bring
the two squads closer together
in the scoring. Victory for Woos-
ter was insured, however, as
Hess and Galloway copped the
first doubles contest.
The following day the local
netmen encountered a tougher
opponent in the form of Mus-
kingum. Hess was defeated in
the first singles but Galloway
won the second to keep the
score even. Then Rolley and Na-
son lost the next two singles as
the Muskies forged ahead 3 to
1. Victories by Chris Hines and
Mel Orwig in fifth and sixth
singles evened the score again.
In the doubles matches, Hess
and Galloway won their contest
while Rolley and Nason were
defeated. Ron Rolley and Mel
Orwig copped the third doubles
to win the match.
Otters Fall
Last Monday the Scots enter-
tained Otterbein at the Douglass
courts and handed the Otters a
5 to 4 setback. Hess, Galloway,
Rolley, and Hines swept the first
four singles to give the hosts a
commanding 4-- 0 lead. Coach
Jim Ewers then inserted his re-
serves to give them valuable ex-
perience. Larry Hall and Hines
teamed up to win the second
doubles to clinch the match for
the Scots. This victory gave
Wooster a 5-- 3 mark with three
matches and the conference tour-
ney left.
Congratulations to
THE CLASS OF '59
from
SIMON BRENNER
ABE BRENNER
SAMUEL BRENNER
WE ALSO WANT TO TAKE
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WISH
The Classes of '60, '61 and '62
Good Luck and a
pleasant vacation.
And for you men,
we would like to
supply your clothing
needs for the
years ahead.
Nfe,
"Lower the Cost of Dressing Well"
WOOSTER VOICE
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HURRYING HARLEY . . . Freshman John Harley is shown
here as he breaks the tape in the 440-yar- d run against Deni-
son. The Scots won the meet handily, 92-3- 5. John, based
on times he has turned in this spring, will be the favorite in
this event tomorrow when the Scots host Akron in the stadium
at 1:00.
Carol Andrews a nd Fran Emch
Receive WRA Senior Awards
Senior Honorary Awards were
presented to Carol Andrews and
Fran Emch at the WRA Recogni-
tion Banquet, May 6. The Senior
Honorary Award is the highest
honor a girl can achieve in sports
here at Wooster. This award is
based upon senice, participa-
tion, skill, and sportsmanship
throughout the four years of col-
lege.
Carol Andrews, a physical ed-
ucation major, was the president
of the 1958-5- 9 WRA Board. Her
sophomore year she served on
the Board as tennis manager,
and in her junior year she was
manager of Sharks. She has
been an enthusiastic participant
in Ihe sports of archery, basket-
ball, Shark:, swimming, tennis,
and volleyball.
Fran Emch, a math major,
served on W.R.A. Board as rep-
resentative her freshman year,
as a sophomore she was cabin
chairman, her junior year she
was hockey manager and again
cabin chairman, and this year
she was the WRA treasurer. She
has participated in the sports of
basketball, bowling, hockey,
Softball, and volleyball through-
out her four college years.
TEMPERA COLORS
ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
SIGN CARDBOARD
CREPE PAPER
CITY BOOK STORE
PHONE 3-19- 46 WE DELIVER
When you return to Wooster
in the fall,
We Will Be Celebrating
Our DIAMOND JUBILEE
1884 to 1959
75 Years Service to the Community
We Will Have Many Surprises for You
and a
Warm Welcome
FREEDLAtlDER'S
Miller was the hero in the first
game as he tripled home Bill
mnmhc with the winnina run in
the extra inning tilt. Bill Ash-wort- h
gave up just two hits and
drove in three runs himself to
pace the Black and Gold in the
finale. Against Hiram on Tues-
day, Tom McConihe gave up
just five hits, but the Scots had
to come up with four runs in
the ninth inning to break up a
3-- 3 tie and win 7-- 3.
Mt. Union jumped on Scot
starter Ron Bobel for three runs
in the top of the initial inning
in the first game. A bases-loade- d
double by Tom Burdette drove in
two, and Bob Hackley walked
with the sacks full to force in
another. In the last half of the
same inning, Jim Dennison led
off with a single, stole second,
and came home on Dale Wey-gandt- 's
one base blow to get
one back. In the second, Ron
Bobel got on as a hit batsman,
stole second, and tallied the
Scots' second run on a single by
Dennison.
Rally Successful
The Scots finally tied it up
in the sixth when Bill Thombs
singled, stole second, moved to
third on a ground out, and
tallied on Todd Thomas' ground
ball. This set the stage for Mil-
ler to put one on the bank in
left field to drive in Thombs who
had led off with a walk. It was
an easy homer for Miller, but
the winning run had already
scored, so Miller could only be
given a triple.
In the second game, Ashworth
allowed only one Raider runner
to reach third base, and that
with two out. The big sophomore
righthander struck out six and
walked but two in posting his
third triumph against one set-
back. At the plate, Ashworth
walked in the first with the
bases loaded to drive in one run
and singled in two more in the
fifth.
Scots Extended
Hiram hurler Jack Mumma
limited the Scots to six hits, but
five of them came in two innings
and resulted in seven runs. The
Scots jumped off to a 3-- 0 lead
in the third as Bob Whitaker trip-
led with the bases loaded to
drive in three. The Terriers, how-
ever, pecked away at the Scot
lead and finally tied the score
in the seventh with Bob Naehr-in- g
(just out of the hospital with
a bout with appendicitis) hitting
j a solo home run.
In the ninth, Tom McConihe
; led off with a single and scored
; on Jim Dennison's follow-u- p
i double. With one out, Bob Whit-
aker walked and Ron Miller
tripled both Dennison and Whit-jake- r
home for Scot insurance
; tallies. Miller himself came in
when Jerry Bryan bobbled Bill
Thombs' ground ball. Whitaker
was the leading Scot batsman
I
with two hits in three at-bat- s.
For Hiram, first baseman Joe
Friday, May , 8, 1 959
Swigartmen Take Three
To Extend Victory String
In last week's baseball action, the Scots ran their
winning skein to five games and their overall record to
eight wins in nine contests. Mt. Union fell to the Scots
in both ends of last Saturday's doubleheader by score;
of 4-- 3 (8 innings) and 6-- 0. Ron Schwartz collected two double;
in four trips.
Latest Statistics
In the latest statistics release;
by the Ohio Athletic Confereny
Baseball Bureau (through lot-weekend- 's
games), Jim Dennis:-(.364)- ,
Dale Weygandt
and Ron Miller (.346), hold dov,-th- e
ninth through eleventh spc
respectively, in individual be.
ting. Al Starr leads with a .43;
mark, bob Whitaker leads in tf;
runs scored department with v.
while Jim Dennison is tied w
three others in triples with three
In pitching, Tom McCon-(1.5- 3
ERA) and Ron Bobel (1.7:
ERA) are sixth and seventh.
The Scots, as a team, rc-fir- st
in team batting and p(
ing. The team has been hit-- :
the ball for a .278 averc:;
while the pitchers have allov.e:
the opponents only 2.39 ear;
runs per game. In the ove-- :
standings, however, the $::
are second (7-1- ) behind Wirr
berg's league leading 9-- 0 s!:
Golfers Top Zip:
Otters; DropO
The Scot golfers picked up-wi- ns
against a single defeat:
ing the week to make their -- r
ord stand at four wins, three:
feats, and one tie. A trior:
match with Oberlin and He:
berg last Friday was calle:
due to the heavy rains.
The Scots traveled to A
and downed the Zips, ':
4'A, as the team played it;:
golf of the year, Tom .'.
shot a 74 for medalist r:
and picked up four points. C
behind were Art Humphrev:
Karl Hilgert who fired 75V:
2'2 and 3V'j points, respe."
Dave Shriver won 3 'A :
while shooting an 80 r:
Zufall and Dave Beverio'ce
won three points on sc:;
78 and 80, in that order.
On Tuesday, the Scots p
at Springfield in a trie",
match and went down :
Wittenberg, 16VW;,
trimming Otterbein, 16-- 1
Tigers' Sam Lopeman tccv'
alist honors with a 74, f: c
by Miller and Humphre.; jj
77's. Humphreys won 7
of a possible 8 points or;
and Shriver each game';
to pace the Scots. Hilge-- "
up four points, and Horn
son and Bill Zufall each:- -
to close out the Scot sc:
The Scots now have c c
of four wins, three less;
one tie not including
day's return match w "
kingum on the L. C. Bo!?; $us
After a Color Day rr.:"-- yr
Akron tomorrow afterr;
team will play in the
tercollegiate Tourname"'
State on Monday,
matches with Mt. Ur-Kenyo- n
on Wednesday "
urday before compete
Ohio Conference Charr."
on Monday, May 18.
Buy Your Travelers Checques Here
(OPEN FRIDAY 'TILL 5:30)
Cl.vland-I.a- ll OUic. Downto '
"Oppotit. ih Heipital" Phone 3-70- 15 s w Com
Wayne County National C:
Smith-Coron- a
Electric Portable Typewrit
Special $139.50 plus tax
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Deester
Scots Elope To Repeat
Last Year's Four Dins
Tomorrow afternoon, the Scots will be hosting rival
Akron in all four spring sports. Last year, the Black and
Gold were victorious in all four contests. On paper, the
Scots are favored in golf, tennis, and track with the
baseball game a tossup. But
anything is liable to happen, so
one might as well throw the
books out the window.
The qolf, tennis and tracklilt? i ii ii "o wi i iu MVJVrv
battles are slated to begin at
T nn rf thp hn.pholl
.
nnmp ntwiij wI a
3:00. In all four sports, the Zips
have compiled respectable rec-
ords thus far this spring.
Golf
Co-cham- ps with Wooster in
Ohio Conference golf last year,
the Zips lost practically their
whole squad through graduat-
ion. With a team composed of
sophomores and freshmen, Ak-
ron has taken their lumps this
year, but they have improved :
steadily with eacn matcn. r-resn-- men
Carl Feen, Dennis Murphy,
and Al Stevenson are the Zips
top three men, with Fenn usually
playing in the first spot. Mike
Flynn, Bill Sikute, and Tim Ed-
wards are the other three men
likely to face the Scots.
Tennis
Both the Zips and the Scots
suffered 9-- 0 pastinqs at the
hands of Oberlin. Both also lost
to Kprwon. Otherwise, the two
schools have not played com
mon opponents. Juniors Jack
Bayonnet and Dean Milo and
Sophomore Denny Berkowitz, all
lettermen, are the three players
around which Coach Joe McMul-le- n
has built his squad. In splitt-
ing their first -- four matches, the
Zips will have played an addi- -
tional two matches. Others who
are likelv to see action are Curt
Flinn, Marv Shapiro, John Caro
sella, and Herb Stein.
Track
Akron is undefeated so far
in dual meet competition, but
has been unable to come out
on top in a triangular meer.
Wins have come over Heidel-
berg, Otterbein, and Mt. Union,
and losses to Muskingum and
Ohio Wesleyan. Coach Tom
Evans has four standout runners
on his 23 man squad. Basketball
players Climon Lee and Alex
Adams have stood out in the
hurdles, Bob Gill in the half
mile, and Bob Harlin in the
dashes.
Lee tied the conference record
when he took first place in the
55 yard high hurdles at the in-
door meet. He has done a 15.2
second time in the highs and a
24.6 seconds in the lows in out-
door competition this spring. Lee
sustained a leg gash in a hurdle
mishap during the meet with Mt.
Union 10 days ago, and it is
D
Gtests
not sure whether he wi be able
to perform tomorrow.
Adams was second to Lee in
he indoor highs
.
and has taken
"p t,much
I
ofh,e
-
sla caused
M3 the mlury to Lee- - Adams also
high jumps, and has cleared 6
feet this year. Harlin is the Zips'
main threat in the dashes, and
has to his credit a double win
in the Otterbein meet. Gill is
defending champ in the outdoor
half mile and will probably be
in his best shape yet for tomor-
row's meet. In addition to the
half, Gill also runs the mile for
the Zips. Freshman Jim Karl has
been the big man for Akron in
the shot put and discus.
Baseball
The Zips' baseball hopes are
built around ace southpaw Dave
Young. Young was the leading
pitcher in the conference last
spring and ranks fourth as of
last weekend. He leads the con-
ference in strikeouts with 56 in
35 innings. Although the Scots
beat him twice last year. Young
is still expected to be out there
j on the mound tomorrow. Scot
coacn Jonn wigarr win proa
ably counter with right-hande- r
Bill Ashworth against the pre-
dominately right-hande- d Z i p
lineup. On the batting side of
the ledger, catcher Don Lom-bar- di
and second baseman Bill
Butcher are the big men. Lom-bar- di
has two home runs to his
credit in the six games the Zips
! have played. Butcher ranked
i high m batting last year but has
had a rough time of it so far
this spring. He did, however, col-
lect two hits to pace Akron to
victory over Otterbein.
The Scots were scheduled to
j meet Akron in golf and base
ball on Zip territory prior to the
contests tomorrow. The golt
match (see the story on page 8)
was won by Wooster, 1 9 V2 to
4V2. The baseball game, how-
ever, was postponed by rain on
three successive days and finally
had to be cancelled, because it
could not be rescheduled.
DORM Al ERS
Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street
WATCHES - DIAMONDS
Lahm's Jewelry
Store
221 E. Liberty St.
Invites you to let us explain diamond qualities
to you.
We realize you may wish to buy your diamond
in your home town, but we will be happy to
advise you How and Where to buy, and to
show you our large selection so you will be
able to make a more intelligent choice.
WHEREVER YOU BUY
PRITCHARD JEWELERS
HO-2-08-
31 Public Square
WOOSTER
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE IN WOOSTER'S
FINEST JEWELRY STORE
Cash Charge Budget Terms
Mirem
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SAILING SCOTS ... In last year's Detroit Yacht Club
Regatta, in which the Scot sailors placed sixth in a field of
12, the University of Michigan took the first place honors.
The Scots, although sixth, were the top Ohio school in the
final standings. Competition is again on this weekend, and
the Scots hope to place higher than last year.
Sailors Complete Intra-Clu- b Races;
At Detroit Regatta This Weekend
Last weekend the Scot Sailors
I
completed the last round of their
i intra-clu- b round robin races de-
termining the best club skipper,
j George Griswold emerged vic- -
torious for the second year in
; a row, with Harry Carlson second
and Bob Reeves third. Best crew
was Kathy Turner.
This weekend the Scots are
sailing in the Detroit Yacht Club
races at Detroit; the following!
BULLETIN
4' x 8'
weekend they will be racing in
the Midwestern Collegiate Sail-
ing Association eliminations at
Ohio Wesleyan, which will be
the last regatta of the spring.
More MCSA regattas are on the
slate for next fall, including the
Timme Anxton eliminations and
the Ohio women's champs.
tlia ilrn-- t r!iil--iT rv - rrr 1.1 !e
serving at the annual Color Day
luncheon ini Lower Kauke from
12 to 1 p.m.
BOARDS
- $2.79
of Transistorized
PHONOGRAPHS
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Phone 2-80- 15 Free Delivery
New Shipment
RADIOS and
FREE LP or Stero Record with Purchase
of Any Diamond Needle
We thank you for your patronage and
will look forward to seeing you in the fall.
RECORD SHOP
151 West Liberty Street
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
Dm reir
Sixth And Seventh
Grab Early Leads
In Intramural Play
Except for a few postponed
games which have yet to be
made up, the first round of the
intramural Softball league has
been completed. The 12 teams
are divided into two leagues,
the American and Motional, with
the two winners to participate
in a three-gam- e playoff at
the completion of the season.
All sections are represented by
one team, with Second, Fifth,
and Seventh each having "B"
teams also in the league. The
other squad is the Vets, a group
of ex-servicem- en, some belong-
ing to sections, some not.
American
In the American League, Sixth
Section has won all of its four
contests to hold down the top
spot. The pitching of Chuck Finn
and the batting of both Finn
and Bob Brown are the big fac-
tors in Sixth's success. Behind
the long, right arm of Dave Mac- -
i Mi I Ian and a balanced hitting
! attack, Second is right on Sixth's
j heels with a 4-- 1 slate. The only
other American squad above
.500 is Fifth's "B" team, which
has won three of five.
National
Flawless pitching by Dave
Klein and Dave Chiftick has
given Seventh the first rung in
the National League with a per-
fect record in five games. Right
behind, Fifth has gotten good
pitching out of Harry Putzbach
SALUTE TO COLOR DAY
Your Every Need in Footwear
for Men, Women, and Children
AMSTER SHOE STORE
HIP, HIP, HURRAY
for the
GREYHOUND way
to save money!
Got the good word about
Greyhound Scenicruiser
Service? It's the latest,
the greatest way to go . . .
with air-conditioni- ng, pic-
ture windows, air-suspensi- on
ride and complete
restroom! You'll have a
ball headin' home on a
Greyhound it's often
faster than other public
transportation, and always
less expensive!
BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with yoj on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!
rrs such a comfort
TO TAKE THE BUS... AND
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
WOOSTER BUS TERMINAL
311 East South Street
Wooster, Ohio
Phone 2-47- 66
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May 9
1:00 GOLF vs. AKRON
1-- 00 TENNIS vs. AKRON
1 00 TRACK vs. AKRON
3:00 BASEBALL vs. AKRON
Monday, May 11
Ohio Intercollegiates (Golf)
Tuesday, May 12
3:00 BASEBALL vs.
BALDWIN-WALLAC- E
Wednesday, May 13
1 :00 GOLF vs. MT. UNION
2:00 Tennis at Denison
Friday, May 15
Ohio Conference (Tennis)
at Oberlin
(and Saturday)
Saturday, May 16
1:00 Baseball (2) at
Muskingum
1:00 GOLF vs. KENYON
2:00 TRACK vs. HIRAM
and WITTENBERG
and Joe Dennison for a 4-- 1
mark.
STANDINGS
AMERICAN
W L Pcf.
Sixth 4 0 1.000
Second 4 1 .800
Fifth B 3 2 .600
Third 2 3 .400
Vets 1 3 .250
Seventh B 0 5 .000
NATIONAL
W L Pet.
Seventh 5 0 1.000
Fifth 4 1 .800
Eighth 2 3 .400
Second B 2 4 .333
Fourth 2 4 .333
First 1 4 .200
CLEVELAND $1.90
COLUMBUS $2.95
PITTSBURGH $3.80
CHICAGO $9.65
YOUNGSTOWN $3.35
plux tax
ppnop
Page Ten
National Science Foundation Supports
Undergraduate Research Program Here
The National Science Founda-
tion has notified the College of
Wooster of a grant for $7,9000
for support of an "Undergradu-
ate Research Participation Pro-
gram". The program will be
under the direction of Dr. John
Chittum, professor of chemistry.
Staff Members
Helping Dr. Chittum with the
program will be a staff of six
faculty members. Each of the
seven staff members involved
will be associated with one stu-
dent who will work on the par-
ticular field of interest of the
faculty member.
Four science departments, bio-
logy, chemistry, geology, and
physics, will be involved. Dr.
David Wise will supervise the
biology student; Dr. H. Gary
Multer, geology; and Dr. Budd
R. Russell, physics. Three addi-
tional members of the chemistry
department will be on the staff:
Dr. Thomas Ferington, Dr. John
D. Reinheimer, and Dr. Donald
A. Tarr.
Objective
The objective of the Under-
graduate Research Participation
Program in the sciences is to
determine through a large scale
and broadly based trial whether
providing superior undergradu- -
Teaching Medal,
Award Of $1,000
Goes To Grady
Dr. Roy I. Grady, the retiring
head of the Chemistry Depart-
ment, was one of six college
teachers of undergraduate chem-
istry named to receive the Col-
lege Chemistry Teaching medals
of the Manufacturing Chemist's
Association, along with citations
and awards of $1,000 each.
Presentation of the awards
will be made on June 11, 1959,
during the 87th Annual Meeting
of the Association at The Green-
brier, White Sulphur Springs,
West Virginia.
In announcing the awards,
Gen. John E. Hull, USA (Ret.),
president of M a n u facturing
Chemists' Association, said:
"Teachers in institutions, both
large and small, afe contributing
to the nation's much needed ef-
forts in producing more and bet-
ter scientists. There has been a
notable increase in the past year
or two in the number of students
reported going into the graduate
study of chemistry. MCA,
through its awards program, de-
sires to honor teachers at the
undergraduate level who have
inspired qualified students to
choose careers in science, and
science teaching in particular."
Akron Newspaper
Features Dr. Lowry
In the Akron Beacon Journal
of Sunday, May 3, Dr. Howard
F. Lowry was featured in an
article by Floyd Stoyer. Mr.
Stoyer termed the Wooster presi-
dent a "hero worshipper" and
said that Wooster was, in a
sense, a reflection of his person-
ality.
Of Dr. Lowry's accomplish-
ments, the writer noted his
studies and teaching at Yale,
his editorship and managing
duties at Oxford University Press
in New York, his professorship
at Princeton, and his book, "The
Mind's Adventure", a Religious
Book-of-the-Mon-
th selection.
Mr. Stoyer said, "Dr. Lowry
believes firmly that the small re-
ligious liberal-educatio- n college
is irreplacable in our education
system . . . The school is his
whole life and he believes in
its purpose providing a liberal
education with a Christian
ate students with an experience
in research participation under
the direction of college faculty
members can make an important
contribution to science education.
In all cases the participating
students will be actually en-
gaged in research, not merely a
helper or observer.
At Wooster this program will
be an extension of the I.S. pro-
gram to students showing a high
degree of competency. It is
hoped that it will extend and
enrich the development of un-dergratu- ate
science majors.
WOOSTER VOICE
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"The Nature of the Non-Wester- n
World" by foreign affairs
expert Dean gives a good idea
of the traditions and the modern
ideas by which half of the
world's population lives. The
committee feels that this book
is valuable because it is good
background for understanding
the tensions and anti-Americ- an
sentiments of the non-Weste- rn
peoples. The paperback costs
50c.
The Stranger
"The Stranger," a short novel
by the French novelist Camus,
is about an ordinary clerk living
in Algiers who becomes involved
LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP! Z great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win!
So pick your pack save the six wrappers and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real
smoking pleasure all the way!
ENTER OFTEN HAVE FUN AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right"
answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P--N- ." Either "I''
(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!
RULES PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college
students and college faculty members except em-
ployees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.
2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle,
send it along with six empty package wrappers
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-draw- n
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,
P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richar- ds
Corporation, an independent judging organiza-
tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
be required to complete in 25 words or less the
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is
(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ".
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richar- ds
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.
5. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them . All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.
6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as
possible after completion of the contest.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.
SEEP
Friday, May 8, 19;;
Committee Reviews Summer Reading Selection:
The following books have
been selected for the new sum-
mer reading program. A follow-u- p
is anticipated in the fall in
the nature of Chapel talks, dis-
cussions, and, perhaps, a lecture
by one of the authors.
Anna Karenina
"Anna Karenina," one of To-
lstoy's novels, concerns the plight
of a Russian woman who for
the sake of love leaves her hus-
band and child for another man.
The novel is a gripping story
which involves the reader in the
moral dilemmas of the heroine.
The book was chosen because it
hn? nrhieved the stature of a
classic through the years and
concerns Russian culture about
wh-ic- h we know too little. The
paperback costs 95c.
The Public Philosophy
"The Public Philosophy" by
news columnist Lippmann is a
study of the situation of Western
democracies in which the author
re-exami- nes our traditional free-
doms and democratic ideals as
well as the philosophy behind
the founders of our nation. This
book was selected because of
its relevance to everyday life in
the U.S. where people so often
take their liberties for granted.
The paperback costs 50c.
Non-Weste- rn World in anotner man s toiiv ana rr-- r
sequently shoots an Arab. T-
hreader becomes absorbed in
implications of the actions ar-th- e
reactions of the main chara;
ter. This book was chosen be
cause it represents contempora-- .
literature and is relevant to tr
attitudes of present-da- y socief,
Members of the commit!;:
who chose the books were D;-Abe- l,
Judy Comstock, Carl Cc-man- ,
Dick Dannenfelser, P;
Eaton, Ellie Elson, Mr. Thorr;
Ferington, Nancy Koontz, ;
Henry Loess, Mr. David Mc!:
stad, Rick Richardson, Mr. He-ol- d
Smith, Pamela Williar-Rand- y
Worls.
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HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959
CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
6. Some college students.
10. When at , Light up an Oasis.
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects discussions in a sociology class.
16. A student's careless might annoy a short-stor- y instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must into her pocketbook to helppay the tab.
23. The muscle-builder- 's may fascinate a poorly developed man24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
26. Campers will probably be by a forest fire.
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
36. One could appear quite harmless at times.
37. Reverse the first part of "L&M".
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-ou- t city.
CLUES DOWN:
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural can be inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one is . . packed, it could be exasperating to remember
a lew articles that should be included.
5. It would pay to be careful when glass is
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. Author Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
"A from Paris should please the average woman.12. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands.14 are hard to study.
15. Stone, Bronze and Iron
20. How Mexicans say, "Yes".
o?' J' M Earettesi are " high" in smoking pleasure.
Zb. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.27. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
30. Golf mound.
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.) '
34. Filter ends. '
35. What Abner might be called.
36. Bachelor of Education degree.
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PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WIS"
Mail to Liggett & Myers. P. 0 Box 271. New York 46, New Yofk. B'
suie to attach six empty package wrappers o( the same brand ('
facsimile) from Chesterfield, L&M, or Oasis cigarettes.
Name-
-
Address-
-
College
This entry must be postmarked before midnight. May 29. 1559.
received at P. 0. Bo 271, New York 46, New York, by midm;
June 5, 1959.
